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Front left to right) Tim Ray I, forge Barriere, Dare King and Russel Marzettc at the 
"residential Debate March 12 in the McCaffrey Center. Candidates . 
.mswer questions from the audience and allow students to learn more about cm pi 
platform. 
yetting Times and Places: 
* 
Tuesday, March 31 - UOP library 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., 
South Campus Lawn 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 1 - Pharmacy School 8:45 a.m 
to 3:00 p.m., Grace Covell Dining Hall 4:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. 
Thrusday, April 2 - McCaffrey Center 9:00 am to 
3:00 p.m., Grace Covell Dining Hall 4.00 p.m. to 7.(X 
p.m. 
Pacific begins research into 
local dental hygiene program 
.1 U,.I "We are eoing to back inl 
Annual budget to be 
presented to Board 
CHRISTINE NEILL 
Pacifican News Editor 
A study to test the feasibili­
ty of a dental hygienists pro-
§ram is in the works on the 
LOP Stockton campus, 
Wording to Provost Phil 
Gilbertson. 
The Provost discussed this 
menting the program but has 
recently backed away from the 
idea, giving Pacific room to 
see if it will work here. 
The UOP Dental School has 
also shown interest in imple­
menting the program. 
' g to 
this," Provost Gilbertson said. 
"We are not sure of the impact 
that this will have on the uni­
versity." 
One option that UOP may 
have in locating the hygienist 
e ti g the progra . Droeram on the Stockton cam 
*• 
on the Stockton campus and HeaUhCe ̂  M 
all we have to do some 
research as to what this kind 
See Dental, page 4 
"i r a mu> on mc — r 
htn at the Academic Council two years on the dental school 
'feting March 12. campus in San Francisco. 
San Joaquin Delta College Plans still need to be worked 
as thinking about imple- out. 
CHRISTINE NEILL 
Pacifican News Editor 
President DeRosa will be 
presenting the 1998-99 budget 
for UOP to the Board of 
Regents early next month. 
The Institutional Priorities 
Committee has recommended 
funding to address the four 
university priorities: 
Information Technology, 
Marketing, Improved Faculty 
Salary Competitiveness and 
fundraising 
In addition, IPC has recom­
mended funding for facilities 
maintenance (the next highest 
priority) and selected special 
needs. 
The President has autho­
rized expenditure of approxi­
mately $400,000 of one-time 
funding from fiscal year '98 
and reserve funds totaling 
$900,000. 
IPC recommended that ini­
tial investments of almost 
$200,000 be used in marketing 
initiatives to strengthen stu­
dent enrollment. 
First time marketing expens­
es for new publications for 
recruiting students along with 
other ongoing expenses for 
attracting prospective students 
and marketing will be included 
in this allotment. 
Fundraising will also take 
more priority with a concentra­
tion on gaining alumni sup­
port. 
Fundraising activities have 
been long neglected and 
require significant investment 
and time, administrators feel. 
"We are going to be getting 
fairly detailed wealth informa­
tion about alumni and donors. 
Provost Phil Gilbertson said. 
"This is going to be extreme­
ly valuable in the fundraising 
process," he said. 
The money allocated will 
also be used to hire five fund­
raisers to help with the process. 
Also in the budget will be on 
going funds for campus tech­
nology. A new position for an 
information officer will be 
hired to coordinate technology 
planning for the campus. 
One-time funds will be for a 
library card server, financial aid 
computing upgrade for aid 
projections and student access 
and some software upgrade. 
Included in the special needs 
budget will be funds for the 
Public Safety Department and 
Disabled Student Services. 
Public Safety needs partial 
funding for a female officer and 
DSS is in some direct federal 
violations that require addi­
tional funding. 
What was of concern was the 
fact that the library was left out 
of the budget and will not be 
granted its request for further 
funding. 
Keeping up on journal sub­
scriptions, which have a 17 
percent inflation rate, is worry­
ing some. 
"We are very concerned that 
the library was left out of this 
budget," said Craig Hawbaker 
of the library staff. 
Facilities maintenance which 
is also one of the top priorities 
for the budget will receive 
$115,000 one time funds and an 
ongoing $100,000 for campus 
master plan consultation and 
facilities maintenance. 
President DeRosa will pre­
sent the budget to the Board of 
Regents April 2. 
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PAGE 2 NEWS THEPACIF, 
Hewlett grant fund links wide 
range of academic programs 
THE PACIFICAN 
Pacific has been awarded a 
grant for $30,000 from The 
William and Flora Hewlett 
Foundation for 
"Professionalizing the 
Practice of Liberal Learning 
in the New American 
College." 
The grant matched by the 
University links Pacific to 
nine other institutions which 
belong to the Association of 
New American Colleges. 
"Pacific's project proposes 
curricular collaborations 
between the School of 
Engineering and the philoso­
phy department, the 





and the psychology depart­
ment and the Benerd School 
of Education and the physics 
department," said Assistant 
Provost Heather Mayne. 
Faculty members who will 
work on the project are David 
Fletcher, Eleanor Wittrup, 
Newman Perry, 
Gipson, Marilyn 
and Jim Hetrick. 
Additionally, 
Randels from religious stud­
ies, Dave Chambers, from the 
School of Dentistry and John 
Smith, director of genera; 
education will provide con­
sultation for different aspects 
of Pacific's project. 
"This is a very exciting and 
promising project. Assistant 
George 
Provost Mayne has skillfully 
worked with faculty to build 
on this University priority to 
'link liberal arts and sciences 
with professional programs 
on all three campuses,'" said 
Provost Phil Gilbertson. 
"Her leadership has been 
the key to our success in 
securing this grant." 
The nine other institutions 
which belong to the 
Association of New American 
Colleges are: Drury College, 
Ithaca College, Mercer 
University, North Central 
College, Pacific Lutheran 
University, Susquehanna 
University, the Sage Colleges, 
University of Hartford and 
Valparaiso University. 
team takes top 
global competition 
BY NATHAN CARTER 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
The UOP Forensics team 
was enduring a March 
Madness of their own over 
spring break. 
UOP continued their quest 
for excellence and a national 
title by eliminating the compe­
tition and winning the gold. 
The first tournament was 
the AFA State ChampionsJiip 
held at Cypress College. 
Students and schools compet­
ed for the title of top Speech 
Team in California. 
Pacific was awarded first 
place and took home the 
sweepstakes trophy. 
Leading the way was 
Nathan Carter, who earned 
Best Speaker for the tourna-
Members of the UOP Forensics team on tour during Break. 
ment. He took first in Duo 
Interpretation with Iris part­
ner Christopher Jeffery, first 
in Poetry Interpration, second 
in After Dinner Speaking, and 
was a semi-finalist in Prose 
Interpretation. 
Christopher Jeffery placed-
second at the tournament by 
See Forensics, page 4 
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Close to Campus 
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UOP Professor uses 
religion and lit in 
classes and career 
KARA FILLO 
Pacifican guest writer 
He has a joint appointment 
in Religious Studies and 
English. He is a faculty mem­
ber of both departments. 
And he is only one of two 
professors on the UOP cam­
pus to have this type of assign­
ment. 
Gilbert Schedler, Ph.D. has 
taught at UOP for 31 years. He 
started as a professor of 
humanities in the 
Callison College which 
was a cluster college 
for UOP. 
Callison College was 
the international cross-
cultural college. While 
he was professor he 
taught graduate stu­
dents at the University 
of Bangalore, located in 
southern India. 
After Schedler was 
teaching at Callison for 
12 years, the college 
was fazed out and he 
joined UOP. 
Soon after becoming 
a professor, Schedler 
After this, Schedler entered 
a special program at the 
University of Chicago dealing 
with both religion and litera 
ture where he earned hie 
PhD. 
"This helps keep me open 
to the breadth of humanities," 
he said. 
When asked what disad­
vantages he felt went along 
with a joint appointment 
Schedler said, "I don't see a 
disadvantage because my spe-
received his joint Professor Gilbert Schedler 
appointment. ~ 
"I wanted to study both cialty is religion and culture. 
areas of religion and English 
because I'm interested in tlie 
way the two disciplines (reli­
gion and literature) interact 
and enrich one another," 
Schedler said. 
He received Iris Bachelor of 
Divinity from Concorida 
Seminary. He then went on to 
receive his master's degree in 
English from Washington 
University in St. Louis. 
Poetry is one of Schedler s 
specialties. 
He has more than 
poems published in publics 
tions ranging from Christian 
Century and The California 
State Poetry Quarterly 10 
Western Humanities Reined'-
Schedler is currently work­
ing on his second year as c ai 
J* RolicrioUS Studies of the Religious 
Department. 
Missioq Villas 
TOWN HOME APARTMENT® 
HUGE FLOORPLANS 
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 - 5:30 * Gated Community 
STARTING AT $565 J GRA|E WASHER / Dryer 
209-951-0287 . UpTU 
T-ive the Difference" • Close to Shopping 
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Director would like to see more students 
use the Baun Fitness Center's facilities 
BRITTIONY BORGES 
Pacifican guest writer 
Student participation at 
the Baun Fitness Center has 
some wondering why stu­
dents do not want to use the 
facility on campus. 
"Only 20 to 25 percent of 
UOP students use the Baun 
Fitness Center excluding 
athletes," said John 
McBride, director of athletic 
performance. 
"I would really like to see 
an increase in student partic­
ipation," he said. 
Because of this concern 
McBride has come up with 
some ideas to make the cen­
ter more accessible to stu­
dents and not only athletes. 
The center is not open on 
Saturdays where in the past 
it was closed the entire 
weekend. And if the budget 
were available McBride 
would also like to create 
some new programs to 
increase enrollment at Baun. 
Another idea that he has 
suggested is having a stu­
dent/staff fitness assess­
ment program available for 
individuals using the facili­
ty 
McBride would also like 
to offer a lecture on fitness 
once a month during Pacific 
hour to keep students 
informed about classes 
offered as well as new 
equipment. 
To gain recognition for 
individuals that use the 
facilities, McBride suggested 
having lifting records for 
students to try and break. 
The 49ers will make UOP 
their home for summer 
training camp and a new 
athletic fitness center is 
being developed. 
According to McBride, the 
team will go directly from 
practice to lifting weights 
and it seems that the Baun 
Fitness Center is too far 
away from the field. 
The new facility will be 
^Domino's Pizza 
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PAGE 3 
about 20 percent smaller 
than Baun. 
The Baun Fitness Center 
offers a variety of equipment 
such as racquetball, aero­
bics, and the latest 
Stairmaster equipment. 
"We also have the largest 
amount of free weights in 
the county and maybe in 
Northern California," 
McBride said. 
Students, staff and faculty 
can use the facility for $45 a 
semester or $85 a year. 
The center is open from 7 
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday, 7 a.m. to 
7:30 p.m. Friday and 9 a.m. 







More than 120 titles, includ­
ing the latest mystery, romance 
and adventure offerings have 
been added to the William 
Knox Holt Memorial Library's 
leisure reading section. 
There are now more than 
500 popular books by contem­
porary authors like Jude 
Deveraux, Danielle Steele, 
Robert B. Parker, Michael 
Connelly and Patricia 
Com well. 
Also included in the gift was 
an exteasive holding of the 
works of Tony Hillerman, 
Elizabeth Peters, Louis 
L'Amour, P.D. James, Stephen 
King, Simon Brett, Barbara 
Michaels and Victoria Holt. 
"We received a large dona­
tion in the memory of Deborah 
Frick, and then longtime doc­
tor and alumna Marian Van 
Gilder Schroven sent along 
more hardback mysteries from 
her home in Oceanside," said 
circulation supervisor Mary Jo 
Gohlke. 
Schroven began donating 
books to the library in 1994. 
"There are a great many 
miscellaneous books that enjoy 
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PAGE 4 NEWS J"E PACIFIC. 
Campus group helps UOP faculty and staff connect' 
LACY HYLAND 
Paciflcan guest writer 
Round two of the 
Connections program is offi­
cially underway and UOP 
faculty will come out swing­
ing. 
CONNECTS is a quality 
service training program 
from the Noel Levitz Centers 
that, since the beginning of its 
trial run last October, has 
helped roughly 180 members 
of UOP's staff. 
It has helped the supervi­
sory and non-supervisory 
staff members build improve­
ment in communication 
skills, self-esteem, problem 
solving and organizational 
skills. 
As the second leg of the 
Connects journey begins it 
will focus on quality service 
training for the faculty of 
UOP. The new training ses­
sions began March 11. 
The sessions are designed 
to aid in orienting new staff 
to their positions, building 
and reinforcing the proper 
expectations on the job and 
serving as mentors and role 
models for service providers. 
"We're looking forward to 
getting feedback from the fac­
ulty, as well as the superviso­
ry and non-supervisory 
staff," said Sally Coleman, 
member of the Staff 
Development Leadership 
Public Safety Report 
March 5,  1998 through March 11, 1998 
PREPARED BY SHANNON WITCHER 
Where when hns? 
Drake Apartments 













Mar 8 Miscellaneous 
items. 
Lot #13 (by Tennis Courts) 
Vandalism 
Mar 9 Graffiti on trailer 
Southwest Flail 
Stagg Memorial Stadium 
Grace Covell 
Omega Phi Alpha 












swimming pool / 
revoked. 
Small arson in 





Anderson Flail Mar 11 Computer 
hacking. 
Did you know? 
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 102 hours of foot patrol, 
found 25 open windows/doom, provided 2 escorts, assisted 9 stranded motorists, and 
contacted 10 suspicious persons. 
If you have any inquires about any of the information provided in this report, you 
are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-
2r>3, or Extension 2537 from campus phones. You may also call anonymously to report 
any suspicious circumstances or persons. 
Council—the organizing body 
of the Connects program. 
Several new changes have 
taken place since the pilot 
program began last October. 
In order to accommodate 
university employees more 
effectively, additional session 
times have been scheduled. 
There have also been new 
development in the actual 
content of the sessions them-
selves-training facilitators 
have been working on inte­
grating information from 
each group in a two-and , 
half hour session for facuia. 
members. 
"We're trying to make it 
(attending sessions) as come 
nient as we can," Coleman 
said. 
The connectors will make 
their first special-session 
appearance at a department 
meeting for the Eberhardt 
School of Business later this 
month. 
Forensics. 
Continued from page 2 
winning first in Duo, and first 
in Prose Interpretation. 
Edwin Tiongson won first 
in Informative and finalist in 
Prose. 
At the International 
Forensics Tournament held in 
Lisbon, Portugal more UOP 
Forensics success was at hand. 
The international tourna­
ment, held only once a year, is 
one of the most prestigious 
Dental 
tournaments in the world. 
This year team membere 
Tim Burridge, Scott Stroud, 
and Jeb Burten attended. 
Burridge and Stroud took 
first place in Parliamentary 
Debate, earning them the title 
of International Champions. 
Burridge also took third 
place in Impromptu and first 
in Extemporaneous Speaking 
Burten also did well by 
capturing second place in 
Parliamentary Debate with 
his partner Danielle Schuaben 
from San Jose State. 
Continued from page 1 
of program will entail," 
Gilberston said. "This is sim­
ply a feasibility test right 
now." 
Research that Delta 
College has done shows that 
the program would easily be 
filled to maximum capacity 
because of the demand for 
dental hygienists. 
"We don't need headlines 
saying 'Pacific gets new den­
tal hygiene program'. 
Gilbertson said. "We are sim­
ply investigating the feasibil­
ity of how and if this pro­
gram will work for LOP. 
Research will begin later 
this semester and into next 
Fall. 
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EDITORIAL 
Quote of the 
Week 
"Television 
isn't so bad if 
you don't 
turn it on." 
—B.C. 
McKenzie 
The v-chip: An expensive, complex and 
faulty solution to a very simple problem 
The Knight Rider 
Newspapers' wire story, "FCC 
approves installation of v-
•iip,' published in the March 
13th issue of The Stockton 
Record states, "The Federal 
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  
Commission is requiring tele­
vision makers to install the [v-
PJ 'n half of all new televi­
sions by July 1, 1999, and in all 
Revisions by Jan. 1, 2000." 
The v-chip, or the violence 
c P< is the censoring technol-
created to give parents the 
a j ity to block violent or sex-
Ua ly-oriented television pro­
grams from their children's 
view. 
^ Parents will have an access 
.? e to program the shows 
ey vvould prefer their chil­
dren to see. 
The article indicated, how-
. er "The blocking sys-
1,1 may already have a fatal 
smce teenagers could cir-
Vent the v-chip in many 
instances by routing the signal 
to the family television 
through a VCR tuner, which 
isn't required to have a v-
chip." 
The v-chip will cost about 
$40, said Rep. Edward 
Markey, D-Mass. There's a 
much cheaper and less com­
plicated solution. 
Change the channel! 
The television industry is 
correct in saying it is a viola­
tion of the First Amendment, 
which gives United States citi­
zens the freedom of speech. 
The television industry has 
the freedom to broadcast vio­
lence or sex. We, as citizens of 
this country, have the freedom 
to choose whether or not to 
watch these programs. 
There is nothing wrong 
with the current rating sys­
tem, which places letter rat­
ings on the screen to warn 
parents of the upcoming pro­
gram. Parents can still regu­
late what their children watch. 
Many parents may argue 
that they are not always 
watching television with their 
children. What happens when 
parents cannot be in the 
room? 
Television has been consid­
ered a sort of free babysitter 
for numerous families. If tele­
vision watching were more of 
a family activity, followed by 
stimulating conversation, per­
haps the programs would 
seem more relevant to our 
lives. 
Right now, television is 
considered the cause of lower 
grades and reduced reading 
among school-aged children. 
Discussion about what chil­
dren see on the television 
might help families develop 
ideas, gain knowledge about 
certain controversial issues 
and ultimately bring these 
immediate relatives closer 
together. 
There is also the v-chip flaw 
to consider. Children are very 
resourceful and always curi­
ous. If they want to watch a 
blocked program, chances are 
they will be able to obtain 
access to it. 
Finally, since people don't 
have the technological knowl­
edge to program their own 
VCRs, it is doubtful they will 
know how to program a v-
chip. 
Some might say this is the 
government's way of achiev­
ing more control within our 
own homes. Either way, there 
are already established block­
ing products that don't 
involve government interven­
tion, such as the Lock Box or 
Supervision. 
The cheapest solution— 
which involves the least 
amount of work—is to change 
the channel or turn the televi­
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PAGE 6 .OPINION. 
Phi Delta Theta: We would 
be good neighbor to church 
Dear Editor: 
The article written in last 
week's Pacifican regarding 
Dr. Putnam's concern with 
Phi Delta Theta possibly 
moving into the Pacific 
House was based solely on 
his stereotypical view of fra­
ternities. 
We understand his concern 
for the well-being of his 
church and parish, and want 
to assure him that we are not 
the type of group he has 
assumed us to be. 
Phi Delta Theta is only a 
possible candidate for the 
occupation of the Pacific 
House. It is unfair to assume 
that if we became the 
church's neighbor, we would 
be involved in the unaccept­
able acts reported in his letter 
to the editor. 
Many of his complaints 
seem to result from large 
campus-wide parties hosted 
by the prior fraternity. If Phi 
Delta Theta moves into the 
house, parties will take place 
off campus. 
Dr. Putnam also seemed 
concerned with the abuse of 
the church parking lot. 
Residential Life and Housing 
is currently constructing a 
larger parking lot for the use 
of the Pacific House residents 
and guests. 
Dr. Putnam's stereotypical 
assumptions of Phi Delta 
Theta are unfair and unjusti­
fied. If we were to move next 
door to the church, we would 
hope to build a constructive 
and mutually beneficial rela­
tionship as neighbors. 
Sincerely, 
The Men of Phi Delta Theta 
A Jolly Good Time! 







•Full Bar with 
Daily Drink 
Specials 
Money to Loan 
Food Served 
12-2 pm & 
5-9 pm 
2301 Pacific Avenue 
on the Miracle Mile 
937-0228 





anything of value. 
Annette's 
Jewelry & Loan Co. 
Pawnbrokers 
474-7532 - 7201 Pacific Ave. 
2 blocks N. of Lincoln Center 
Humphreys College 
LSAT Prep Class 
WHAT YOU WILL 
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE: 
1. Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of practice tests 




Two full length released LSAT's. 
Analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2, pinpointing strengths and 
weaknesses. This information should help you focus your study time. 
Computer software which will enable you to access Kaplan Online containing a practice 
LSAT with numerous analysis functions. 
Dates/Times: Saturdays, May 2, 9,16,30 and June 6,13 at 9:00 a.m. until 
1:00 p.m. 
Costs: $275.00 pre-paid (no college credit) 
— compare to others costing $700.00+! 
Enrollment is limited. Pre-registration 
is required. 
Call now to reserve your seat in class! 
6650 Inglewood Ave @ Ben. Holt Dr. 
Stockton, CA 95207 209-478-0800 
yjumpfn iphrcys 
Question of the weel, 
COMPILED BY MATT JOHNSON 
Should families have to buy v-chips to 




wise we will have to 
pay for it through 




"Yes, because it makes a 
parent feel like he or she 
"No, the best 
prevention for violent 
programs is to not let 
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Rnly 
/ think the 
government should 
provide it because if 
they want to prevent 
violence then they 
should start taking 




everything that is 
violent from their 
children's viewing..,and 
that makes better 
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^cifican Staff Writer 
If any of you walked 
ir0Ugh the McCaffrey 
enter a few weeks ago, you 
'robably noticed a table set 
for voters to sign peti­
tions enabling new bills to be 
Lton the November ballot. 
Most of these were good 
(leas, and I did my share of 
jgning. However, there was 
one which caught my eye 
I could not in good con­
science sign. 
This petition was to put a 
bill on the ballot for an extra 
tax on cigarettes. The tax is 
|50 cents on every pack of 
cigarettes. This money will 
go toward education and 
child development. This is 
not such a bad idea; educa­
tion needs all the money 
they can get. My problem 
with this tax is that why 
should people who smoke 
be the only ones to pay? It is 
not just the children of 
smokers who need this 
money for their education. 
The reason is that while 
California is trying to elimi­
nate smoking, they are also 
trying to make as much 
money off it as possible. 
They know that most, if not 
all smokers, will pay this 
extra 50 cents. 
There are two major con­
tentions that most people 
should see with this new bill, 
if it makes the ballot. The 
first is what I have already 
stated, why should smokers 
be the only ones to pay in 
this new bill? Would it not be 
just as easy to raise gas 
prices by a small amount, 
say 4 cents a gallon? If 
California's latest studies are 
accurate, only 18 percent of 
the people smoke. Certainly 
more than 18 percent use 
gas. I would be willing to 
pay an extra 4 cents a gallon, 
especially at the price gas is 
now. Furthermore, this tax 
would not discriminate 
against any one social group. 
The second contention is 
where the tax would be 
going. The bill is supposed 
to go toward education. 
Does anyone remember the 
California Lottery? That was 
originally intended to bene­
fit education as well. It has 
benefited somewhat, but not 
as much as it should. The 
profit made from the lottery 
is so filtered that by the time 
it gets down to education, 
there is less money left than 
in a students' pocket the day 
before payday. 
If any of you see this peti­
tion, please think about what 
it really means. Is it for the 
benefit of the education of 
the children, or is it an 
undercover attack on the 
tobacco industry and those 
of us who smoke? I implore 
all of you, do not be swayed 
by their supposed good 
4. 
ivitt Tm etTPA 7!? 
intentions. Behind it all is a 
dark and greedy figure 
known as the taxman. 
Having exercised all his 
open attacks on the Tobacco 
industry, he now attacks 
under the facade of benefit­
ing the children. He is strik­
ing a low blow that will not 
hurt the Tobacco industry 
itself, it will only hurt those 
of us who exercise their free, 
although limited, right to 
smoke. 
Campus parking 
takes a hard line 
DREW REYES 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
It's 9:30 a.m. and you are 
already late for class. Instead of 
walking all the way to south 
campus you decide to drive. 
You approach your car and see 
a pink parking ticket nestled 
under one of your windshield 
wipers. After releasing a few 
pXPletives directed towards 
uWic Safety and authority in 
Seneral, you snatch up your 
|wket and drive to class in a 
bad mood. 
Unfortunately, this year 
many students have had this 
S'milar experience after leaving 
1 le|r cars in the temporary 
Parking sections overnight. 
nJ fll;st thing you hear is, "I 
Parked 
utmost 
m temporary parking 
every night last year 
jHd I never got caught!" Robert 
a a way, chief of police for 
pU, jc Safety, concedes that 
]U. 'c Safety has been too 
ment with its policy and may 
•ave micloa ,,j... A— 
beli, misled students into 'eving that overnight park­
ing is available to students. 
"We need to be consistent. 
These are violation areas (tem­
porary parking), and if some­
one parks there overnight, it's 
policy that we enforce the 
University's parking regula­
tions." 
While it seems like Public 
Safety is really cracking down 
on parking violators this year, 
Calaway assured me that the 
same level of enforcement is 
being applied as in past semes­
ters. Contrary to what some 
students believe, he also made 
it very clear that there is not a 
set quota of parking violations 
to be met each month. Parking 
is enforced on campus for 
many reasons; the most impor­
tant is to make sure that park­
ing is not taken from those who 
have paid for it. "Citing vehi­
cles without UOP stickers are 
the most common form of 
parking tickets that we give 
out," Calaway said. 
You may have seen a warn­
ing notice floating around cam­
pus or posted on bulletin 
boards that, "Parking enforce­
ment will take place during 
Spring Break for the Stockton 
campus." When I first saw this 
notice, I immediately thought 
that Public Safety was out to 
make some money over Spring 
Break. When the students 
aren't here, a good parking 
spot is easy to find. If parking 
tickets are issued mainly to 
ensure that parking is not taken 
from those who have paid for 
it, why do they still need to 
enforce parking regulations 
when that is no longer a prob­
lem? It all comes back to con­
sistency. "The decision to con­
tinue to enforce the 
University's normal parking 
regulation over Spring Break 
was made in order to be consis­
tent with these regulations." 
So what's next? Parking 
enforcement over Winter 
Break, weekends and the sum­
mer? Chief Calaway said that 
no decision has been finalized 
regarding these issues. Again, 
he stressed the consistency of 
parking enforcement. I was 
ready to bring down the ham­
mer on Public Safety, especially 
the guy in that little meter-
maid-mobile, but after talking 
to Calaway and thinking about 
the issue from both sides, I 
came to this conclusion: 
Public Safety should leave 
no doubt in anyone's mind 
about the rules and regulations 
regarding parking on campus. 
Twice a year, "he Pacifican pub­
lishes "Guidelines for Campus 
Parking," which gives you 
exactly what its title indicates. 
In the Finance Center, the same 
place where you buy parking 
permits, there are free pam­
phlets available that contain 
the University of the Pacific's 
complete "Parking and Motor 
Vehicle Regulations." So the 
information is available and we 
need to educate ourselves 
before we criticize Public Safety 
for following their own rules. 
r T'X •StorLe'i ~ j U»rry 
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Campus crime: More occurences than reported? 
JACLYN EDWARDS 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Last winter and spring, 
nothing stopped a serial 
rapist from entering the 
computer labs and music 
rooms on a number of col­
lege campuses. The attacker 
sexually assaulted as many 
as a dozen women in six 
states in the Midwest. 
According to the 
Chronicle of Higher 
Education, the number of 
drug arrests from 1994 to 
1995 rose 18 percent and 
has increased steadily over 
subsequent years. 
Rohypnol, the new date-
rape drug has been hitting 
the college scene for the 
past year causing students 
to go in and out of con­
sciousness, aware of some 
things and totally unaware 
of others. It's the perfect 
agenda for sexual assault 
on an unwilling victim. 
Although these situa­
tions may sound like 
themes for the next "Jerry 
Springer" show, they are 
real situations college stu­
dents might face. 
In 1990, the government 
aimed to prevent these mis­
fortunes by signing into 
law the Student Right-to-
Know and Campus Security 
Act. 
This law requires institu­
tions to participate in pub­
lishing and distributing an 
annual security report to 
current and prospective 
students and employees. 
This report includes statis­
tics concerning the occur­
rence on campus of certain 
criminal offenses reported 
to campus officials, and a 
statement regarding cam­
pus law enforcement poli­
cies. 
The Campus Security Act 
seems to be a step in the 
right direction, however 
there are too many loop­
holes for the law to work. 
Rohypnol, the new 
date-rape drug, has 
been hitting the 
college scene for the 
past year causing 
students to go in 
and out of 
consciousness, 
aware of some 
things and totally 
unaware of others. 
It's the 
perfect agenda for 
sexual assault on 
an unwilling victim. 
The National Institute of 
Justice has found that one 
of the biggest problems 
with the statistics is that 
they include only crimes 
committed on campus 
property. More than half 
the crime involving the stu­
dents occur in the areas sur­
rounding the campus. 
Another problem deals 
with the fact that many col­
leges might have a financial 
incentive to downplay 
crime. 
Ken Koziol, sergeant 
detective with the Lincoln, 
Nebraska, police depart­
ment stated to U.S. News & 
World Report, "The worry is 
that students will take their 
tuition dollars to a school 
with fewer reports of 
crime." 
At Moorhead State 
University in Minnesota, 
during the 1994-1995 school 
year, the counseling center 
had 35 cases classified as 
sexual abuse and 23 cases 
classified as physical abuse. 
Unfortunately, the official 
college crime report indi­
cated only one on-camn, 
sexual assault and one" 
campus aggravated ass-
One might question h[ 
UOP measures up. 
The office manager f. 
Public Safety stated th-
they had been publishir. 
the crime reports before th 
law passed in 1990. 
When asked whether ( 
not Public Safety published 
all the crimes committed on 
campus, she said "We state1 
what is required by law andj 
pick out things from the loe 
book." 
I'll leave this statement to 
your interpretation. All' 
crimes committed on col­
lege campuses should be 
reported and made avail­
able to public knowledge 
Why allow colleges to m: 
lead students and parents 
with a facade, thus hidir; 
the truth, in order 
encourage increased enroll­
ment? 
He said. . . She said. . . 
MIKE COMB 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Of all the articles I have writ­
ten this one is probably the 
toughest. I am sitting here trying 
to figure out how to argue for 
euthanasia. The problem is that I 
really don't understand why 
anyone would argue against 
euthanasia. 
To me it seems like such a sim­
ple concept. If my car is dying, I 
have every right to sell it, give it 
away, or drop it off at a junk 
yard. Why can't we take similar 
actions with our dying bodies? 
Euthanasia literally means "a 
good death," and shouldn't 
everyone have the right to a 
good death? 
There are two types of 
euthanasia, passive and active. 
Passive refers to allowing a 
patient to die by withholding life 
support or required medicines. 
Active euthanasia involves actu­
ally administering some sort of 
drug that will cause the patient 
to die. This is the method used 
by Dr. Kevorkian, although, the 
patient actually administers the 
drug to him or herself. In most 
states, passive euthanasia is 
either legal or simply ignored. 
Active euthanasia is much more 
controversial. 
So why do people have a 
problem with other people com­
mitting suicide? I guess there are 
a variety of reasons. One of the 
most common is the idea that 
every life is sacred. This is basi­
cally sentimental gibberish. 
What are the odds of anyone 
contributing anything impres­
sive to society while in a coma or 
during the final stages of cancer? 
The most interesting aspect 
about this issue is the people that 
generally advocate it. They tend 
to be fairly religious, they tend to 
believe that life does not end 
with the deaths of our bodies. 
Why would anyone want to 
go on living if they were in so 
much pain making life miser­
able? I believe that if a person is 
terminally ill or permanently 
comatose and has expressed a 
desire to terminate their life 
under such conditions, they 
should be allowed to do so and 








Pacifican Staff Writer 
What happened to kill the 
pain, not the patient? 
Technology in our world today 
is simply astounding. Doctors 
are finding cures for the most 
impossible diseases. There are at 
least suppressors for pain for 
those things without cures. The 
thing no one seems to realize is 
that relief is a feeling. You have 
to be alive to feel it. You will not 
feel the relief you so desperately 
seek, if you are dead. 
People claim that just as we 
may be privileged to live, we 
have a right to die. People have a 
choice whether or not they 
would like to live. The people 
Jack Kevorkian has assisted in 
suicide are not all terminally ill. 
Those people had the capability 
to touch the lives of others 
through simply being them­
selves. Kevorkian has divided 
families and crushed the hopes 
of those who still believe in the 
possibilities of medicine, God 
and life itself. 
When a patient refuses treat­
ment, that is their choice. When 
a doctor assists in their death 
that is his choice. Why should 
anyone be given the ability to 
decide when an individual is i. 
enough pain to die? Death is nat­
ural. If you think about it, every -
one is terminally ill because v 
will all eventually die. 
Many people believe that God 
retains the right to give Hfej f 
take it away and that any S 
short of His plan is a sin. 
One must also remember-it I 
against the law to murder, 
should have the power th°u6y 
to decide what murder is, 
when assisted suicide crosses 
line? Euthanasia defines 
amount of pain that is or i 
acceptable to live. Wha 
those people in pain' • 
depression? They are no ^ 
nally ill but do they h 
right to choose to die? , 
Euthanasia is an examp 
the moral burdens techno^ 
presents to our society. hjj 
permanent. Life means y 
have a chance. 
-
Of 50 respondents, one favored 
removing guaranteed funding, 
while 49 were aaainst the idea 
Pacifican of the Week 
Computers anyone? 
LARA ZAMANSKY 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Computers are a very big 
part of everybody's college 
career. You may use your 
computer to type the "A" 
Paper that you are writing 
0r you might be checking to 
See if anyone has left you a 
Message on your e-mail, 
omputers are very handy 
uhen you want to save an 
'aaportant piece of work for 
ater All you have to do is 
Su'tch on the computer and 
PUH up your file and boom 
ece is your piece of work, 
r'ght where you left it! Most 
'ege students have some 
Pe of computer in their 
r°°ms such as lab top com­
pters or PCs, which is 
short for personal comput­
er. For the other students 
who do not own this won­
derful device, never fear 
because there is always 
someone down the hall that 
does or you can walk over 
to the computer lab and 
type to your heart's con­
tent. So how is all this pro­
gramming and networking 
accessible for students use 
here at UOP? Well, if you 
have ever been to Hand 
Hall computer lab, you will 
notice that next door is the 
Office of Computing 
Services. In this office is 
very intelligent woman 
who knows all about the 
glorious world of comput-
See Pacifican, page 12 
Should ASUOP take guaranteed funding away from constituent schools? 
Various student opinions on the 
subject: 
"There is no legitimate reason. If the 
constituent schools are dependent, it 
takes away from what UOP has to 
offer. Its not utilitarian. 
-Diane Kazer 
"1 think it will take away options for 
students on campus." 
-Mellissa Henrickson 
"The way it states from the constitu­
tion is that there is a guaranteed per­
centage to the Pacifican and ccm-
stituent schools. This has hindered the 
equability of the funding process The 
guarantee should be taken out because 
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HMONG reaches out to the community's local park 
On Saturday March 7 
more than 50 volunteers-
including members of the 
UOP HMONG Club-gath­
ered at Pixie Woods to pre­
pare the park for the March 
14,1998 opening. 
After all the El Nino 
storms we have gone 
through this winter, the facil­
ity needed a new coat of 
paint and a thorough 
cleanup to remove all the 
debris blown into the Park. 
Team America ( Bank of 
America ) was represented 
by volunteers from their 
Modesto, Manteca, Stockton 
and Elk Grove branches. The 
Stockton Seaport Rotary 
Club and The Stagg Interact 
Club worked alongside the 
UOP HMONG Club, which 
sent 15 members. 
The volunteers painted 
everything in sight, planted 
flowers, raked debris and 
hauled away trash by the 
. ' 
The UOP HMONG Club members strike a pose at Pixie Woods during the Man h 7 community soviet pork (Uanup. 
bag load. Senior Parks 
Supervisor Chris Moreno 
feels the facility is in tip top 
shape and ready for another 
successful season. 
Without our volunteers' 
commitment to community 
service we would have had 
another 200 hours of work to 
complete. Our 52 City Parks 
need a lot of work between 
storms and we are very lucky 
these folks cared enough to 
volunteer. 
If you would like to make 
a commitment to community 
service by adopting a park or 
portion of a Bike Path, call 
the Stockton Department of 
Parks and Recreation at 937 
8307. Together we can make a 
difference. 
The HMONG Club is just 
one of many organizations 
here at UOP that do the "little 
things" to make our commu­
nity a better place. 
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Stockton, UOP, and you 
DONNA BROWN 
Pacifican Gues Writer 
Q: Many campuses are 
going "dry." As an outside 
person in the community, what 
is your opinion of this? 
A: There have been some 
extreme cases of alcohol 
abuse on cam­
puses. It is 
unfortunate that 
there are those 
who are unable 
to control their 
c o n s u m p t i o n  
and conduct. If 
this is the only 
way to eliminate 
the abuse, I sup­
pose it should be 
done. 
Q: Do you think the City of 
Stockton is moving up in the 
ranks as becoming one of the 
state's larger cities and ports? 
A: Stockton is the 12th 
largest city in California. 
The population growth has 
slowed from what it was in 
the 1980's. If the economy 
rebounds, there should be 
another period of growth. 
The port can handle bulk 
cargo which is needed by 
the agricultural community 
and it can handle a few 
other bulk items. However, 
the freighters which ship 
containerized cargo cannot 
reach the Port of 
Stockton. Port 
growth will 
depend on the 
market for the 
bulk cargo. 
Q: A lot of stu­
dents "fear" 
south Stockton 
because of its 
history regard­
ing crime and gangs. Has 
this problem, as the students 
might say, been resolved or 
dealt with to make the city 
more student friendly? 
A: Since 1992 the City of 
Stockton has been working 
with neighborhood groups 
in several areas of the city to 
make them safer. Crime 
northstar 
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• special l«i#ng packages available as low as $10 
per parson at Sierra (1600 628 1828 ext. 82) or 
call 1-800-GO NORTH for Northstar. 
i * music terrain parks restaurants bars and more 
rates in some South 
Stockton neighborhoods 
have dropped as much as 
58%. Overall the crime rate 
is down 30.8%. 
Unfortunately in this day 
and age, it is prudent to be 
cautious at night in any 
large city. It is not advisable 
to get involved in drug 
deals or in gang activities. 
Nor would I advise ventur­
ing in to unknown territory 
alone at night. By taking 
precautions, students 
should be safe. 
Q: What advise do you 
have for brining 
Stocktonians closer to the 
students here at Pacific and 
students closer to 
Stocktonians? 
A: Having activities on 
campus which interest the 
citizens and students so 
there is intermingling 
would be a start. The next 
step might be some joint 
projects. I would urge stu­




students for careers 
TERI ALLBRIGHT 
Pacifican Guest Writer 
Two popular Lifelong 
Learning classes, "Career 
Assessment" and "Goal 
Setting," are offered again this 
spring. "These 
two classes are 
useful for peo­
ple at any stage 




ing about life 
after college," 
said instructor 
M a r t h a _ 
Schuster, associate director of 
UOP's Career and Internship 
Center. 
In "Career Assessment," 
Schuster and co-instructor 
Bud Swanson, a private career 
consultant, help students 
assess their values, skijjs, 
interests and personality and 
develop a career portfolio. In 
taking 
These classes are 
useful at any 
stage of a career 
and especialy 
for students who 
are thinking 
about life after 
college 
"Goal Setting," students will 
develop a pjan to achieve per­
sonal and professional goals 
Schuster recommends that 
students take "Career 
Assessment" before 
"Goal Setting." 
" C a r e e r  
A s s e s s m e n t "  
meets Friday, April 
3, 6-10 p.m.; 
Saturday, April ]8, 
9 a.m.-2 p.m.; and 
Sunday, April 19,9 
a.m.-2 p.m. The 
cost is $85 plus a 
$20 materials fee 
for one unit 
extended educa­
tion credit. 
"Goal Setting" meets 
Friday, April 24, 6-10 p.m.; 
Saturday, April 25, 9 a.m.-2 
p.m.; and Sunday, April 26,9 
a.m.-2 p.m. The cost is $85 for 
one unit extended education 
credit. 
To register, stop by Lifelong 
Learning, or call 946-2424 
Meed Extra Units'? 
Lifelong Learning classes are: 
•fun (see examples below) 
• Inexpensive (^5-^150 per unit) 
•convenient (evenings/weekends) 
•and can be applied to gour degreel 
Some of the courses offered this spring: 
• Reduce the Stress in Your life 
• Effective Business: Writing 
• Handbuilding in Clay 
•Street Drugs and Human Behavior 
•Eiirn Criticism 
•Goal Setting and Career Assessment 
•Creating Your Own Web Page 
To register, call Lifelong Learning at 946-2424 
or stop bg McConchle Hail. 
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Dysphorias' Trouble In Toyland: It's .... unique 
LARA ZAMANSKY 
pacifican Staff Writer 
Imagine stepping into a 
room where instantly your 
mind wander back to your 
childhood and stirs memo­
ries of all the toys you used 
to play with. These are 
pleasant thoughts, right? 
Well, you are not quite sure 
what exactly to feel when 
you step into the art exhibit 
titled "Trouble In Toyland." 
This exhibit is located in the 
Art Center and will be set up 
for you to experience for 
about two or three weeks. 
This magical space in the 
art center is very serene and 
calming while at the same 
time can cause you to feel 
disturbed and confused 
because you really are not to 
sure just what exactly you 
are looking at. So, are you 
curious yet as to what is in 
this exhibit? Well, let's walk 
through the exhibit together. 
The exhibit includes two 
rooms filled with images 
and music. The first room 
has three walls. On the wall 
on the right, there are images 
of toys made for girls to play 
with. Some of these images 
SPENDING 8 HOURS 
IN ONE POSITION 
REALLY CRAMPS YOUR STYLE. 
PERFECT. 
To say you thrive on challenge is hardly a sireich. So 
consider this. Enterprise Rent-A Car has entry level 
management opportunities that give you the freedom to 
make critical decisions. Join us and have hands-on 
involvement in every aspect of business management — 
from sales and marketing to customer service and 
administration. Bui here's the real excitement — you It 
have a clear shot at outpacing the achievements and 
earnings of your peers Everything you need is here at 
Enterprise. All vou need to do is use your head This 
growth opportunity offers a competitive salary and 
benefits package. A college degree is preferred. 
Use Your Head. Join Enterprise. 
nri-C ampus Interviews 
Wednesday, April 8th 
Schedule an interview at the Career Center today! 
For immediate consideration, fax a resume to 
Mary Lou Prcvost at (916) 487-5843 
Or lot more information call: (916) 487-3100 
Visit our Web site at: www.erac.com 
^Enterprise 
ESS neot-p-cer. 
include dolls, houses, mer­
maids and unicorns. On the 
wall to the left, are the 
images of toys made for 
boys. Some of these images 
are spaceships, dinosaurs, 
race cars, helicopters and 
monsters. Then, as you look 
at the wall directly in the 
middle of the room you see 
that the cut out images of 
toys are made for either a 
boy or a girl to play with. 
The toys on the wall are 
placed at an angle with spot­
lights on the ground shining 
on each one to cast a myste­
rious shadow on the wall. 
As if this wasn't enough to 
make you think of the good 
old days, 
you are 
a c t u a l l y  
able to 
hear chil-
d r e n ' s 










an eerie feeling.) The voices 
you hear belong to girls and 
boys who are probably about 
six or seven years old. 
D Y S P H O R I A S  
TROUBLE IN TOYLAND 
We are an equal , 
opportunity employer. 
TUESDAY NIGHT IS 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
at Valley Brewing Co.\ 
lappy Hour Beer Prices 
Discount food specials 
(with Student ID) 
8-11 p.m. 
• Outdoor patio 
• Excellent food 
• Specialty brews 
• Casual atmosphere 
Is this a great place 
to he or what? 
Open dailv for lunch and dinner 
157 W. Adams Street, Stockton 
464-2739 
OpcnD»»rfcOT I Ivn >0 H WTrf lam 
YOCHIHILCO em 
FINE MEXICAN CUISINE 
T,co. .iechtUdat -To»'.adii CNW Br ,-XH 
Omaclanfai • Floum 
It South S»h low*" S'oO"°" Cl SCl-M* 
Occasionally, an adult voice 
can be heard on the record­
ing scolding or speaking to 
one of the children. Just 
around the corner is the sec­
ond part of the exhibit. The 
second room is very interest­
ing. The room is dark and 
bare except for four animal 
foam shaped mats for you to 
See Toyland, page 12 
Lumber & Supply 
We're the source for 
Fraternity • Sorority paddles 




838 W. Stadium 
Across the Street from UOP 
Large Two Bedrooms. One bathroom 
Stove. Refrigerator, 
eiling fans. Window' Air Conditioning 
Laondry hook-ups 
Owner pays water/sewer and trash. 
MOVE IN SPECIAL 
TWO WEEKS FREE 
Rent as low as 
$595.00 with 
long term lease! 
CALL KAREN AT 
P.M.E. 
465-5000 EXT. 106. 
AWARD 
'Visit our \(1U Co-Op Beauty Supply! 
Lincoln Center (across from Star Bucks) 
WINNING 
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Greek Life p  0  n  o  N  M  A  
On the afternoon of 
March 11th, UOP held its 
annual Job and Internship 
Fair. The fair is designed to 
provide students with an 
opportunity to establish a 
few footholds in the job 
market, and explore vari­
ous internship and career 
possibilities. The Job Fair 
included many potential 
employers from every cor­
ner of the job market. 
From Anheiswer Busch to 
Hewlitt Packard, UOP's 
Career Fair did a great job 
of accommodating many 
divergent student-inter­
ests. Organizing such an 
event undoubtedly 
required a great deal of 
effort, time and sweat. 
This is were Archania 
oomes in. In order to 
remain true to our roots as 
a philanthropic literary 
society, members of the 
1998 Alpha Kappa Phi 
pledge class volunteered 
their time to help set up the 
Job Fair and set it into 
motion. To the Men of 
Archania, pledging a fra­
ternity means that you are 
interested in becoming an 
involved, active compo­
nent of the University as 
well. Community service 
that benefits the university 
is an integral part of our 
fraternity pledge program, 
and Alpha Kappa Phi 
always makes bettering the 
reputation and integrity of 








The Ladies of Kappa 
Alpha Theta hosted 24 
fifth and sixth graders, 
Tuesday night for an eti­
quette dinner. This was 
the second time the Thetas 
hosted this event, and it 
seemed to be a hit among 
not only the Thetas, but 
also with the young ladies 
and gentlemen that 
attended. The event 
began at 5:45, with the 
young ladies and gentle-
Z A B X A E O T K  
men from Brookside 
Christian Elementary 
being dropped off by their 
parents. They were all 
dressed in their best 
clothes and looked at bit 
nervous. They were 
quickly seated in the din­
ing room, where they 
were quizzed about their 
etiquette. The night 
ended with house tours 
and games throughout the 
house. On sixth grader, 
A M N O r i 0 P X  
Mark, even played the 
piano for the ladies. 
Service chair Wendy 
Raynor said, "Even 
though we were nervous 
about the event, it went 
great, the kids seemed to 
enjoy it." The ladies are 
looking forward to host­
ing the event again next 
year, and hope they 
receive as many well man­
nered children as they did 
this year. 



























continued fro m page 11 
sit on and a small television 
showing only primary col­
ors over and over again. As 
you watch the television, 
you listen to the head­
phones that are placed by 
each animal shaped mat. 
You will hear different com­
mercials from both the 50's 
and the present advertising 
children's toys. 
So who are the artists of 
this unusual exhibit? Three 
talented women share in the 
creation of "Trouble In 
Toyland." E.G. Crichton 
received her degrees in the 
areas of high distinction 
and photography. Elizabeth 
Stevens got her masters in 
fine arts at Rutgers 
University. Mary Tsiongas 
majored in ceramics, biology 
and psychology. Each artist 
pooled their different talents 
together to create "Trouble 
In Toyland". Crichton took 
pictures of toys to be able to 
show realism in the cut out 
toys. Stevens recorded the 
child-like sounds for the lis­
tening part of the exhibit. 
Tsiongas used her knowl­
edge in the psychology field 
to be able to show what 
effects television has on chil­
dren. 
"Trouble In Toyland" will 
leave you thinking about 
how and why you played 
with the toys you did. The 
exhibit has a very serene 
atmosphere and at the same 
time an eerie one as well. 
Feel free to go over to the 
Art Center and indulge 
yourself in the toys of the 
past. 
The Pacifican currently 
has openings for the 
following: 
Opinion Editor -
duties include writing 
weekly editorial, 
•Production Manager - managing the opinion 
duties include overseeing all aspects of pro- staff writers, and overseeing all areas of 
duction, managing the production staff, and the opinion section. Applications due hy 
providing fresh design ideas. Available until Tuesday. March 31. Interviews will he 
fil,ed- held Wednesday April 1. 
'Production Staff - duties include making use Applications are available at our offices 
of Quark X-Press and Adobe Photoshop to located on the third floor of Hand Halt, 
produce the Pacifican each week. Available Call 946-2115 for more information, 
until filled. 
Pacifican 
continued from page 9 
ers. 
Cindy Delmar is the 
Director of Computing 
Services. She doesn't exact­
ly work directly for U.O.P., 
but she is directly responsi­
ble for all the possible com­
puter programming here on 
campus. If you think about 
how many 
p o s s i b l e  
c o m p u t e r  
p r o g r a m s  
run through 
this campus, 
it may seem 
overwhelm­
ing to you, 
but not to 
D e l m a r .  
Delmar loves 
her job here 
on campus 
and has been steadily work­
ing since January of 1997. 
Delmar has many 
responsibilities resting on 
her shoulders. She makes 
sure that all computer net­
working and all department 
programs are running prop­
erly. If ever there is a prob­
lem with something having 
to do with computers here 
on campus, she is notified 
right away. That is what 
keeps Delmar on her toes. 
Her job is filled with con­
stant challenges so she 
never is doing the same 
thing twice. 
Delmar has lead, 
esting life and the differs 
paths she has taken hav 
gotten her to where she 
Delmar is definitely 
a strong asset to 
the school, because 
without her; the 
computer systems 
wouldn't be in the 
wonderful shape 
that they are in 
right now. 
today. Believe or "L 
Delmar started off working 
for Stride Rite Shoes and 
wound up putting together 
a computer programme 
system for the company 
She was in the right place at 
the right time. 
She wanted to 
start a career 
working with 




Buffalo in New 
York, where 
she was raised. 
Her first job 
took her from 
her home town 
to Michigan. 
Soon after that Delmar trav­
eled to Philadelphia and 
now she is here with us at 
UOP. 
Delmar is definitely a 
strong asset to the school, 
because without her, the 
computer systems wouldn't 
be in the wonderful shape 
that they are in right now. 
Delmar loves to work with 
all students and faculty, so 
if you have any type of 
question or concern she is 
there to help in any way she 
can. Keep up the good work 
Cindy Delmar! 
MAXWELL'S BOOKMARK 
2103 Pacific five., phone 466-0194 
• Coffee, sodas, sandwiches, quiche, 
bagels and pastry 
• Thousands of new and used books 
• Author events, poetry readings, and 
live music 
• Hundreds of CDs and records 
• Fine art gallery 
• Special orders and book searches 
• Helpful, friendly staff 
Open 6:00 am to 10:00 pm weekdays, 
8:00 am to midnight weekends 
Open Every Day! 
Stockton's literary tradition since1939, newly 
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ALENDAR MISSY DuBois CALENDAR EDITOR 946-2114 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday; 






OP 403(b) Tax 
tferred Annuity 
9:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m. 
OP Library, Room 
2 4 7  
For more information 
call Jerrilyn Myers at 







UOP Blood Drive 
10:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m. 
Grace Covell Hall, 
Tiger Lounge 
For more information call 
Robyn Muramoto or Andrew 
Baldwin 465-4870 or Delta 
Blood Bank at (888) 9 
4BLOOD 
Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship 
Prayer Meeting 
7:00 -8:00 a.m. 
Z-Building West 






Opening Day at Great 
America 
8:30 a.m. 







For more information call 
667-3598 
Easter Seal Society of 
Superior California 
Run for the Lilies 5K 
Run / Walk Registration 
begins at 8:00 a.m. 





On March 28, 
ASUOP will be 
hosting an all day trip to Great America. 
The Cost is only $10.00 and tickets are 
limited so call the ASUOP office today to 
sign up. For anyone interested in helping 
out drivers are needed. Everyone will be 
meeting at Burns Tower to carpool at 8:30 
a.m. and park closes at 7:00 p.m.. Can be 
paid for by cash, check or student 
account. For more information call Steve 
at ASUOP 946-2233. 
Have you been to the Summit lately? 
Here's What You're Missing! 
Espresso Bar 
featuring all of your 
favorite Espresso & 
Smoothie Drinks 
Add a fresh . 
«« Noah's Bagel 
with any Espresso purchase 
only 75$ I 
Offer expires 4/17/93. Not valicl with otter offers. 
* mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mml 
Serving a variety of 
delicious, daily specials. 
Check e-mail for 
weekly menus. 
l 
! Special Price $3.89 I 
I includes a 32 oz. Soda . 
i Regular Price $4.x 
Offer expires 4/17/93 Not vaUd with other ctfers ̂  J 
A dining optkm from UnlvoroJty Dining Sorvico* 
at Elbert & Grace Dining Ha»* 
(Public Always Walcoma) 
University Dining is committed to providing you with 
a wide selection of health-enhansing foods. Our 
breakfast, lunch and dinner menus offer many food 
that are low in cholesterol, fat, calories and provide 
a good source of fiber. We encourage you to select 
more frequently from these healthy choices. 
'What food should I pick if I want to foilow a 
wellness program?* Our Wellness & You! menu 
cycle is the cornerstone of the program. You are 
now able to choose a *Wellness' menu selection, 
which follows the latest recommendations in 
calories, sodium and cholesterol. You will be able to 
spot it on the serving line by special signs. 
( 





No charge for 
diagnosis and x-rays 
only tKT00 
' per year 
Save money and your teeth! 
Enroll Now! 
Call for a brochure - (800) 655-3225 
Stockton Civic Theatre presents 
-fc: 
March 20 - April 4 
Tickets 
Adults $11 & $13 
Students /Seniors $9 & $11 




Thursdays 7:30 pm 
Fridays & Saturdays 8 pm 
Sunday Matinees 2:30 pm 
Box Office 473-2424 
24 Hour Phone Service 
Save on Group Tickets! 2312 Rose Marie Lane 
Rules available >»n request Stockton 
6262 West Lane 95S-S68Q 
Bargain Matinees in () 
Advance Ticket Sales 
Available at the Box Office 
Ride - R 
Daily: (2:40.5:00) 7:25,9:35 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:30) 
L.A. Confidential - R 
Daily: (4:15) 7:05,10:00 
Meet the Deedles - PG 
Daily: (2:55,5:10)7:10,9:25 
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:00,12:55) 
Wild Things - R 
Daily: (1:55,4:35) 7:20,9:45 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:30) 
The Man in the Iron 
Mask - PG 13 
Daily: (1:3S.4:2S) 7:15,7:45,10:05 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (10:45) 
U.S. Marshals-PG 13 
Daily: (1:30,4:30) 7:30,10:15 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (10:50) 
The Wedding Singer - PG 13 
Daily: (2:30,4:45) 10:20 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:15) 
The Borrowers - PG 
Daily: (1:50) 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:35) 
GoodWill Hunting-R 
Daily: (1:45,4:20) 7:00.9:55 




Church of Lutheran 
Confession 
Church Service 












March 29 1998 
Hawaii Club 
Weekly Meeting 
2:00 -4:00 p.m. 
McCaffrey Center 
Conference Room 
Friday-Thursday 3/27-4/02 y 1 
Monday, 
March 30, 1998 







6:00 -8:00 p.m. 
Cowell Health Center 
Cost is Free (oral testing 
$17.00) 
Wednesday 
April 1, 1998 
Special Events 









6:45 -9:00 p.m. 
Z-Building West 
Phi Alpha Delta 
Law Fraternity 
6:30 p.m. 
Weber Hall #204 
The Personal Touch 
4137 North El Dorado 
Stockton, CA 95206 
(209) 465-6048 
shirts, caps, jackets, blankets, etc. 
ANGEL 
RACTIC 
Dr. Carlos Rangel 
The Waterfront Warehouse 
445 W. Weber Ave., Ste# 242 
Stockton, C A 95203 
Phone (209) 948-5070 
Specializing in auto accidents 
Fashion Show and Boutique 
Haute Couture Societe is having its 30th annual 
Fashion Show on April 11th. Boutique will begin 
at 10:30 a.m., Lunch will be served at 12:00 and 
the show begins at 1:00 p.m. 
Proceeds benefit scholarships given for students 
interested in material arts. The garments in the 
Fashion Show are made and modeled by local 
women who belong to Haute Couture Societe, 
Tickets are $25.00 and may be reserved by cam 
Frankle at 463-5891 or Emily at 463-5770. 
Reservation deadline is Saturday, April 4th. 
Psychic Readings 
Helpful advice on all problems 
past. present. future 
With this ad-
card readings $10 
palm readings $5 
Patricia 
1119 E. Flarding Way 
(209)463-2203 
Studios • 








Sunday 8:00 am -11:30 am 
LUNCH 
Monday - Saturday 11:00 am - 3:30 pm 
OINNER 
Monday - Thursday 3:30 pm - 8:30 pm 
Friday - Saturday 3:30 pm - 9:00 pm 
k Sunday & Holidays 11:30 am - 8:30 pm y 




1025 West Roblnhood Drive 
Stockton, CA 95207 
(209) 952-6688 
Benjamin 
"oit K-Mart • 
9 



























BREAKFAST: $6.39 S5* <*" 
Grouse Run Apartments 
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710 
'Some Restrictions Apply 
Help Wanted Call Us For All Your 
Computer Needs! 




P" "11 m *§l 
I Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday 
j products are being made from the 
paper, plastic, metal and glass that 
you've been recycling. 
But to keep recycling working to 
help protect the environment, you 
need to buy those products. 




THE ONE AND ONLY 
MATCHMAKER 
'Model open daily 
'Unique 1,28 3 
bedrooms 
WHAT IS THE MEDIA 
SAYING ABOUT ORLY? 'Park - like setting (tnrr1««„ 
'Fireplaces Best Value! 
Pool/Spa Best Location!! 
1 "MacaiRsMM' 
KfbuJ 1bG»*Cacrta2 
E!??aol«A« » Myi.telocw$587 
I The Phil Donahue Show 
I "Orly is a Unique persona) matchmaker...' 
I Ron Reagan Show 
I "Oely. born a matchmaker..." 
I Sally Jesse Rafael Show 
I "Orly's service is designed for the 
I professionals...' 
I AM Los Angeles Show 
I "two of Orly's clients were married live on 
I the show...The wedding of the year" 
I Eyewitness News (ABC) 
I "Orly. world renowned matchmaker..." 
I KTLA Morning News 
I "Orly, matchmaker in action..." 
I Jewish T.V. Network 
| "Orly is a real marrige broker..." 
I Montell Williams Show 
I "Orly's clients are simply top of the line..." 
I Cleveland Tonight Show 
I "Orly a touch of class..." 
Orange County News Channel 
I "Orly champagne wishes..." 
I Am Northwest Show, Oregon 
I "Orly the one and only matchmaker..." 
I Good Evening Seattle Show 
I "Orly Is an investment in your future..." 
I The Dim! Petty Show, Canada 
I "Orly has a sixth sense..." 
National Enquirer 
'Orly has a dream date for you..." 
Orange County Register 
Orly has a match for the sincere singles..." 
The Heritage Weekly 
"Orly is nationally and internationally 
known..." 
Los Angeles Times 
"Orly matches the rich and successful.." 
Dallas Morning Newspaper 
"Orly made countless Introductions..." 
Beverly Hills Today 
"Orly is the Rolls Royce of matchmaking 
KFI Talk Radio 
"Orly, a matchmaker with a sixth sense..." 
WLAC Nashville Radio 
"Orly is a celebrity matchmaker..." 
AMP 1AVIE 
CLOSE TO MALLS 












Ralph* Software & Computers 
429 East March Lane. Suite. C 
(Just East 01 FOOD 4 LESS. March Lane & El Dorado) 
e Weight - Feel Great! Omnitrition Products work! 
a Energy boosters. Fat & Starch blockers available. 
4 lona] company. Walking distance from UOP. Call 
° for more information. 
INEW STUDENT! 
DENTAL PLAN 
No charge for 
diagnosis and x-rays 
only tKTOO 
per year 
Save money and your teeth! 
Enroll Now! 
Call for a brochure - (800) 655-3225 
Stockton Civic Theatre presents 
March 20 - April 4 
Tickets 
Adults $11 & $13 
Students/Seniors $9 & $11 




Thursdays 7:30 pm 
Fridays & Saturdays 8 pm 
Sunday Matinees 2:30 pm 
Box Office 473-2424 
24 Hour Phone Service 
Save on Group Tickets! 2312 Rose Marie Lane 
Rates available on request Stockton 
O L I D A Y  
C I N E M A  8  
6262 West Lane 966-6686 
Bargain Matinees in () 
Advance Ticket Sales 
Available at the Box Office 
Ride - R 
Daily: (2:40,5:00) 7:25,9:35 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:30) 
L.A. Confidential - R 
Daily: (4:15) 7:05,10:00 
Meet the Deedles - PG 
Daily: (2:55,5:10) 7:10,9:25 
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11:00,12:55) 
Wild Things - R 
Daily: (1:55,4:35) 7:20,9:45 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:30) 
The Man in the Iron 
Mask - PG 13 
Daily: (1:35,4:25) 7:15,7:45,10:05 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (10:45) 
U.S. Marshals - PG 13 
Daily: (1:30,4:30) 7:30,10:15 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (10:50) 
The Wedding Singer - PG 13 
Daily: (2:30,4:45) 10:20 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:15) 
The Borrowers - PG 
Daily: (1:50) 
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:3S) 
GoodWill Hunting-R 
Daily: (1:45,4:20) 7:00,9:55 







March 29, 1998 
Hawaii Club 
Weekly Meeting 
2:00 -4:00 p.m. 
McCaffrey Center 
Conference Room 
Church of Lutheran 
Confession 
Church Service 













March 31, 1998 
Confidential HIV 
Testing 
6:00 -8:00 p.m. 
Cowell Health Center 
Cost is Free (oral testing 
$17.00) 
Special Events 




Embroidery, Screenprinting, Fraternity Lettering 
The Personal Touch 
4137 North El Dorado 
Stockton, CA 95206 
(209) 465-6048 
shirts, caps, jackets, blankets, etc. 
mittee 
Weekly Meeting 




April I, | i, 
CROSSROADS j 
Group Meeting 
7 n45-£0.°P-* ' 
z-Building West 
Phi Alpha Dtb 
Law Fraternity 
6:30 p.m. 
Weber Hall #2)4 
Dr. Carlos Rangel 
The Waterfront Warehouse 
445 W. Weber Ave., Ste# 242 
Stockton, CA 95203 
Phone (209) 948-5070 
Specializing in auto accidents 
Fashion Show and Boutiq uei 
Haute Couture Societe is having its 30th o-. 
Fashion Show on April 11th. Boutique wi 
at 10:30 a.m., Lunch will be served at Ui 
the show begins at 1:00 p.m. 
Proceeds benefit scholarships given for due 
interested in material arts. 
Fashion Show are made at 
women who belong to Haute Couture 5od« J 
Tickets are $25.00 and may be reserved t. 
Frankie at 463-5891 or Emily at 463-5 
Reservation deadline is 
Psychic Readings 
Helpful advice on all problems 
past. present. future 
With this ad... 
card readings $10 
palm readings $5 
Patricia 






Sunday 8:00 am-11:30 am 
LUNCH 
Monday - Saturday 11:00 am - 3:30 pm 
DINNER 
Monday - Thursday 3:30 pm - 8:30 pm 
Friday - Saturday 3:30 pm - 9:00 pm 
^Sunday & Holidays 11:30 am - 8:30 pm 





1025 West Roblnhood Drive 
Stockton, CA 95207 
(209) 952-6688 
I Benjamin 
























irh2.?fks to you, nil sorts of everyday 
products are being made from the 
paper, plastic, metal and glass that 
you've been recycling. 
But to beep recycling working to 
help protect the environment, you 
reed to buy those products. 
I Sills 
HiSr 
have a Wild fxtrnu™*"tennlal' Storting April 19th wilt 
'•till featurea mediae <V° """I""'' 
West Cunsti„Zr? ""J " »» 
safety; Native American el 9unfights and lessons in gun 
rator; 1800's Cold Or* P camPment complete with a nar-
California's on,ylZat^^9 MJ" demo^ration with 
wwkv. iodj. biz, com/qhoit/town.htm 
So look for products made from 
recycled materials, and buy them. It 
w°uld mean the world to all of us. 
To receive a free brochure, write 
Recycled, Environmental Defense 
™nd, 257 Park Ave. South, New York, 
£Y 10010, 
]<&&£!• 





' °r Par/of YMENT: High Sierra Resort hiring for 
I37q 6 summer- Salary plus room and board (530) 
Miscellaneous 
"'ucal £ne " •^eel Great! Omnitrition Products work! 
"national''^' ers- Fat & Starch blockers available. 
"'^48 fnr cornPany- Walking distance from UOP. Call 
^ more information. 
l20S-<74-i?5t 'Model open daily 
"Unique 1,2 & 3 
bedrooms 
WPtckkm 
'Park - like setting 6 
"Fireplaces Best Value! 
*Pooi/Spa Best Location!! 
Comfortable living... 
at Adobe Haciendas 
Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms 
• QUIET & SHADY 
• 2 INVITING SWIMMING POOLS 
• PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS 
• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES 
• AIR CONDITIONED 
• GAS INCIUDED 
• FREE BASIC CABLE 
• NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM 
• ON-SITE SECURITY 
478-1950 
39 GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN 
CLOSE TO MALLS 
& COLLEGES 
» !  Service Sales Support Repair 
Network 
Support brother coMPma. 
f tmthor  M 
Printers 
& Laptops 
^ Packard Bell 
Packartf Ball 






Service 'Some Restrictions Apply 
Custom Built 
Computers Call Us For All Your 
Computer Needs! 
EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE! 
* NEW LOCATION!" 
Ralph's Software & Computers 
429 East March Lane, Suite. C 
(Just East Of FOOD 4 LESS. March Lane & El Dorado) 




THE ONE AND ONLY 
MATCHMAKER 
WHAT IS THE MEDIA 
SAYING ABOUT ORLY? I 
Grouse Run Apartments 
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710 
The Phil Donahue Show 
Orly is a Unique personal matchmaker..." 
Ron Reagan Show 
"Oely. bom a matchmaker..." 
Sally Jesse Rafael Show 
Drly's service is designed for the 
professionals...* 
AM Los Angeles Show 
"two of Orly's clients were married live on 
the show...The wedding of the year* 
Eyewitness News (ABC) 
"Orly. world renowned matchmaker..." 
KTLA Morning News 
'Orly, matchmaker in action..." 
Jewish T.V. Network 
"Orly is a real marrlge broker.,* 
Montell Williams Show 
"Orly's clients are simply top of the line., 
Cleveland Tonight Show 
"Orly a touch ol class.,* 
Orange County News Channel 
"Orly champagne wishes.," 
Am Northwest Show, Oregon 
"Orly the one and only matchmaker,." 
Good Evening Seattle Show 
Orly is an investment in your future,." 
The Dimi Petty Shaw, Canada 
'Oriy has a sixth sense.," 
National Enquirer 
'Orly has a dream date for you.," 
Orange County Register 
"Orly has a match for the sincere singles ." 
The Heritage Weekly 
"Orly is nationally and internationally 
known.," 
Los Angeles Times 
"Orly matches the rich and successful," 
Dallas Morning Newspaper 
'Orly made countless Introductions.," 
Beverly Hills Today 
"Orly Is the Rolls Rover of matchmaking 
KFI Talk Radio 
'Orly, a matchmaker with a sixth sens*..." 
W'LAC Nashville Radio 
FREE m 





HI(II 659-73.17 BI.VKRIV M i l  I  
Bently Nevada Corporation 
The world leader in Rotating Machinery 
Information Systems for over 42 years 
. Nortbern Nevada's largest privately held employer « 
. Headquartered in the beatitiful Canon Valley » 
• More than 80 offices in over 40 countries • 
• Over 1400 employees worldwide • 
• Sales in excess of $140 million • 
We would like to hear from you if you qualify for positions In the following areas. 
Computer Science 
We're seeking people interested in object-oriented analysis and design in a W indows / Windows N f 
networking environment, using the latest design and development tools. We build everything from the 
firmware to high-level GUI interfaces. 
JPlP 
- Ww •: ilk 
Computer Engineering 
We're seeking people who are interested in the design of complex microprocessor-based systems, 
digital design and real-time embedded firmware development. 
Electrical Engineering 
We're seeking people who are able to work in a team environment participating in analog and 
digital design, digital signal processing, printed circuit board layout and Mgh-speed communications. 
v : V * 
Living and working in scenic and uncongested Northern Nevada will be be complemented with chalk nging 
and interesting work, a signing bonus, competitive salary and benefits, relocation reimbursement, educational 
benefits and no state income taxes. 
s-v. 
Proof of United States citizenship or permanent residency is required (no practical training or student visas, 
V '8p 
If you re unable to sign up for an interview, 
please mail, fax or e-mail your resume and transcripts to: 
Ik-nth Nevada Corporation 
Carolyn Sttllman 
Human Resources Department 
1617 Water Street 
M in den. Nevada 89425 
Phone: (702)782-1594 • Fax;(702) 782-9242 
Entail: carolyn still man#benth.com 
Engineering related questions: 
Bently Nevada Corporation 
Ten Ansberry 
Engineering Department 
Email: teri. ansberry® be nth- com 
OtvCampus Interviews: 
University of the Pacific 
Wednesday, 1 April, 1998 
8:00 - 5:00 PM 
Toll Free: 1-800-227-5514 
Helping you Protect and Manage your Machinery* 
Corporate Office: 1617 Water Street • Minden, Nevada 89423 




University of the Pacific 
Tuesday, 31 March, 1998 




Uh 26, 1998 
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I!H T"TLE YEAR THAT 
p ent'on begins to focus on 
annual Stockton 
,, r<1^us Festival. Returning 
thirteenth year, the fes-
r». 'S guaranteed to please 
7^"ds of visitors, 
^es for 1998 are 
v...,! . as always the 
aUHfi w'll be held at the 
tRion i ^ acrc Grove 
^naI Park on Eight Mile 
»L a futerstate 5 on the 
ui Stockton boarder. 
Visitors will be treated to a 
brand new layout of booths 
and attractions this year. Also 
new at the Festival will be a 
New Souvenir Program. The 
thirty-two page magazine pro­
gram will feature highlights of 
the event and will include dis­
count coupons good for food 
and merchandise at the event. 
Programs will be sold for 
$1.00 in select locations 
around Stockton prior to the 
festival and at the main gate. 
Events at the Festival this 
year will be better than ever. 
There will be three stages all 
Nothin' but net 
he Asparagus Festival is back 
JULIE ANTON 
Living Editor 
This week we are going to 
visit the Martha Stewart collec­
tion of web pages that Martha 
lovers and haters have created 
for your viewing pleasure. 
Our first stop is the site 
where it all began. At 
www.marthastewart.com you 
can find out all sorts of stuff 
about Martha, her show, her 
radio appearances, her maga­
zine, her recent vacations, and 
get previews of upcoming tele­
vision broadcasts. If Martha's 
voice annoys you as much as it 
does me, then maybe you 
should look into this site. I like 
all of Martha's projects, but I 
find her to be a little conde­
scending for my taste. Still, this 
site offers photos, instructions, 
addresses, and even mini 
movies for all you computer 
enthusiasts. 
Another great site that's 
worth typing in is 
www.du.edu/-szerobni/inde 
x.html. It's known as the 
"unofficial" Martha Stewart 
web site and it's got some juicy 
details that even Martha won't 
print in her magazine. This 
page has a bunch of different 
types of links such as MS fans, 
publications, merchandise 
info., recipes, and even wed­
ding links. But the best part 
about this site is that it gives 
it's viewers a mini-biography 
about our nation's "Craft 
Queen." Did you know that 
with outstanding entertain­
ment. Also, kids and adults 
can enter the 5k run on 
Sunday April 26, or if you 
have a beautiful classic car 
that you want to show off, 
enter the Classic Car Show. 
For convenience, take the 
AsparaBus Shuttle from Delta 
College parking lot for on 
$1.50 each way per person. 
For more information about 
the Festival, prices, or any­
thing else you might need to 
know, log onto the Asparagus 
Festival' official web site at 
www. a sparagu sfest.com. 
ImmjMwoftg 
Top 10 Videos 
1. Air Force One 
2. G.I. Jane 
3. The Game 
4. Contact 
5. Nothing To Lore 
6. Event Horiron 
7. The Devil's Advocate 
8. Soul Food 
9 Excess Baggage 
10. Con Air 
Martha was a stockbroker at 
one time? And that her hus­
band divorced her to marry 
her assistant twenty-one years 
his junior? Or that the MS 
enterprise is worth S200 mil­
lion? There are a lot more tid 
bits located on this site. But just 
to warn you. it's definitely pro 
Martha. 
However, our last stop on 
the Martha Stewart web train 
is www eye.net/ 
News/Necro /1995/ nec0511. 
htm where all the anti-Martha 
Stewart folks can come out of 
the woodwork. This page is 
entitled "Martha Stewart 
Disease" and features warning 
signs and symptoms that you 
should watch for if someone 
you know is an MS addict 
Some of the obvious clues that 
someone might be suffering 
from this tragic disease are "all 
of the grass in your front yard 
is braided" or "you serve 
entrees in an attractive real 
bird's nest you found in a near­
by forest." Have no feac 
though, because Martha 
Stewart disease does have sev­
eral cures, one of which 
requires the inflicted individ­
ual to stare at the dogs playing 
poker painting for extended 
periods of time. Check out this 
site for a good laugh, even if 
you are a diehard Martha fan. 
Top 10 Singles 
1. Celine Dion "My Heart 
Will Go On" 
2. Will Smith "Gettin' liggy 
Wit Ir 
3. Loreena McKennitt "The 
Mummers' Dance" 
4. *N Snyc "I Want You 
Back" 
5. Mase "What You Are" 
6. K.P. & Enyi "Swing Mv 
Way" 
7. Aeroumth "Pink" 
8. Wrdcf lean "Gone Tin 
November'" 
9. LeAnn Rimes "How Do i 
Live" 










Seven Layer Dif 
Top Ten 
6. Partying UOP 
style 







8. Your usual 4 
hours of sleep 









3. Resort to 
fake and bake 
to preserve 
your tan 
2. Cry over 
vacation photos 
while realizing 
you're back in 
Stockton 
1. Go to the 
Health Center 




LIVING •&EPacif] & 
Wine Wizards: Magic or all Smoke? 
ERICA BIRLEW 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Imagine a delightful little 
establishment that serves a 
selection of gourmet 
cheeses, unique dainty sand­
wiches, personally selected 
cheese and deli meat trays 
served with crunchy French 
Bread, and fresh desserts 
combined with an enormous 
selection of wines to partake 
in...all set on the back­
ground of the picturesque 
round of the Venetian 
Bridges Shopping Area. It 
seems like a great idea. 
However, in the process of 
making this idea a reality a 
slight error occurred. Lack 
of pizzazz. How? Why? 
Well, your beloved 
Epicurean Ambassador has 
the answer: the establish­
ment's emphasis was placed 
solely on the wine. Not to 
say that the food was poor. 
On the contrary, it was quite 
satisfying. However, for the 
underage patron, such as 
myself, Wine Wizards offers 
few options. 
Wine Wizards in the 
Venetian Bridges on Grand 
Canal Boulevard can be an 
excellent establishment to 
patronize when you would 
like to have a lengthy, light 
lunch with a few friends and 
a nice bottle of wine. Then 
you could discuss the mean­
ing of life, existentialism, or 
how wonderful the food crit­
ic's article in the Pacifican 
was the previous week. It 
would also be an ideal set­
ting for the untrained wine 
taste-tester to enlighten their 
pallet and partake in Wine 
Wizard's wine tasting events 
or to just sample one of their 
many fine wine selections. 
However, here is where the 
strings of magic are 
revealed. 
Not everyone would enjoy 
or see the attraction to such 
an establishment. For exam­
ple, my luncheon companion 
and I dined on a sunny 
Wednesday afternoon. I 
ordered a turkey and ched-
dar cheese sandwich on 
sliced French Baguette with 
a creamy, sweet cranberry 
sauce ($4.25). My luncheon 
companion ordered a toast­
ed bagel with cream cheese, 
lox, and capers ($5.25). We 
also ordered a glass of Perier 
and a Clearly Canadian to 
drink. The prices were rea­
sonable; however, it was no: 
as satisfying as it could have 
been with a glass of wine 
and a long conversation 
about where humanity is 
headed. 
So my official opinion is 
that either you will love the 
elegant simplicity of the 
establishment and will 
appreciate their fine wine 
selection or you would be 
better off heading to your 
nearest fast-food restaurant 
The choice is yours. 
The "Soph" Spot 
Recipe of the week 
ALEX ZAMANSKY 
Metro Editor 
So we are back from Spring 
Break, back to the grind. Back 
to the never-ending workload. 
Back to the dining hall food. 
Unbelievably, I actually craved 
the stuff when I got back here. 
I think that they must put 
some sort of drug or some­
thing in the food to make you 
have cravings like that. Oh 
well, just think....1 can stay up 
as late as I want to without my 
parents complianing the next 
day about how I disrupt the 
schedule by staying up all 
"odd hours." 
This week's Soph Spot is 
short, actually it is less than 
short. "Short" would have 
allowed me at least three 
columns, but alas, all that 1 
received was a mere two. But I 
can deal with this minor set­
back. Take for example two 
roommates that live down the 
hall (living in Grace is the 
place for all kinds of hooligan­
isms) who have a lust for 
water. They drink as much 
water as you and I breathe in 
air. Well, to get the intriguing 
part of the plot, one of the girls 
is so fond of here faucet water 
from Calaveras County, that 
when she drinks it, there has to 
be total silence all around. I 
ask you, what sort of debog-
gled person is that? Obviously 
she has not sampled the water 
that comes from our very own 
faucets in the bathrooms here 
at Pacific. Now that's water to 
be "savored" over! 
Ingredients: 
Can of refried 
i beans 
Guacamole 
Container of sour ere 
Jar of salsa 
Package of shredded 
cheese 
Diced tomatoes 
Can of sliced olives 
, Directions: In a gia^_ 
bowl, layer the ing -jh 
ents in order, sta 
refried beans. Eat ^ 
tortilla chips. Enjoys 
J7 
Uirch 26, 1998 
Everyone please 
keep off the grass 
LIVING 




I With a name 
like "Half-
i Baked" how can 
a soundtrack go 
wrong, right? 
i Well, it doesn't 
exactly work that 
pray. I will be 
Kiest and tell 
f you that no, I 
haven't seen the 
movie yet, even 
though it's still 
playing in 
S t o c k t o n .  
However, I'm 
" c,ill not planning on seeing 
hut it's not because I 
"Half-Baked" ' artist Coolio 
With) Mary Jane" by 
a i '»t i *l i Coolio. He is one of my 
uf,f !hc^OUndtrack- favorite artists anyway, but 
a if-Baked stars one his song really was creative. 
T L . .  s ~ " r \ .  t  of the Saturday Night Live 
comedians, but the CD 
I isn t nearly as amuzing. 
With great bands like 
Luscious Jackson, Smash 
Mouth and Coolio, it's 
pretty difficult to mess up 
Jthis CD. But even with 
artists like these, "Half-
| Baked" wasn't so hot. 
I CD obviously had a 
among it's song iIes:„ "Along Comes 
I r n\ "The Pusher," "I 
The CD also features 
some up and coming artists 
like The Bloodhound Gang, 
The Specials, and Tom Tom 
Club. It was refreshing to 
see some not-so-big-names 
on an album for once. 
All in all, "Half-Baked' 
was a decent CD. it was a 
good representation of 
what the movie is about, 
from my understanding of 
it, and was a fair sound­
track. My recommendation I r., j, „ ,U3llcl, i i cK
LICE " A' '>dck ' is, if you enjoyed the movie, 
I weren't 11 , songs and you enjoy this type of 
' notnu ?'31y bad- iust music' then check out 
style. "Half-Bakcd " The songs 
,va°n!.en6nf the aren'1 bad' ,hcy're ius< 
Cl as (I m In Love okay. 
GREAT COFFEE 
FOP?,ESPRESSO 'OR MORE THAN 
L^VEARS! ~ 
ERIN LEWIS 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
In I Hate December" Ivy's 
hrst single, Dominique 
Durand sings of the cold and 
Joneliness of winter. In "Get 
Out of the City" from Ivy's 
new album. Apartment Life, 
she complains that, "Summer 
days are long and lonely." 
Either someone named is 
allergic to extreme tempera­
tures, or just a big whiner. 
"We really hate weather," 
says Adam Schlesinger, co-
songwriter for Ivy and one 
half of Ivy side-project, 
Fountains of Wayne. "We 
called our album Apartment 
Life because we hate weath­
er, he said, emphasizing that 
the band prefers to stay 
indoors, if at all possible. 
The lyrics, however, have 
nothing to do with 
Dominique. 
Adam and guitarist Andy 
Chase claim that Dominique 
writes only "0.03%" of the 
lyrics, simply because English 
is her second language (bom 
in Paris, Dominique came to 
the U.S. in 1989). 
Instead, Adam and Andy 
write the words, and 
Dominique learns them pho­
netically. She also edits what­
ever they write, which they 
insist is an important job. 
"She has a strong sense of 
what she will and won't 
sing," says Andy. "She does­
n't like clever words, like 
Elvis Costello...her favorite 




2300 W. Atom 
Pop band Ivy gets the recognition they deserve, finally. 
where the lyrics are really lvy?"-itis. 
simple." She sings in a 
demure, velvety sort of way, 
while guitars glisten and jan­
gle in the background. 
If the Sundays are children 
of the Smiths, then Ivy is defi­
nitely a first cousin. 
Ivy have been college-
music favorites since the 
release of their EP "Lately" in 
1991, but they never made it 
to popular radio or interna­
tional stardom. 
Fellow dark-popsters 
Luna, Stereolab, and 
Smashing Pumpkins all run 
in the same circles as Ivy, yet 
those bands have internation­
al status, and Ivy has "Who's 
"We have been the most 
unlucky band in the history of 
pop music," says Andy. 
"Besides the United States, 
we've been nonexistent." 
The band attributes this to 
poor record company strategy. 
Poor, indeed, when one 
realizes that even David 
Hasselhoff has an internation­
al music following. 
Ivy's first two releases were 
distributed by Seed Records, 
but Seed was taken over by 
Atlantic Records a few years 
ago after financial hardship. 
While most bands find more 
See Ivy, page 20 
(1 Block From 1-5) 
£ NEw SPRiNg HouRs! OPEN MONDAY DINNER 
LOCAL NIGHT - "All Dinner Entrre's $10.00 & Under" 
Dinners 5:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
NOW OPEN TUESDAY LUNCH 
11:30 - 2:30 
G4RL12 
E C O T M i C s  
Half Price Pizza 
Tuesday Nights 
I Buy One Mocha Get One | 
FREE! with this id! \ 
L Evf>uy-^ipnl V). )» - | 
6629 EMBARCADERO DRIVE @ BEN HOLT 
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED 474-6585 
tf TIlURli 









PAGE 20 LIVING -2HE 
Weekly soap opera update 
ALL MY CHILDREN: 
A stunned Liza learned 
Gillian and Scott planned to 
elope. Stuart got a disturbing 
phone call from Kelsey. Mateo 
had another ominous glimpse 
into the future. Stuart had a 
flashback to his night with 
Marian. Dr. Calder had 
important news for Liza as 
she was served with divorce 
papers. Later, Liza recalled 
her life as Adam's wife, while 
Adam had loving memories 
of her. Wait To See: Brooke 
finds a life insurance poli 
cy on her and Edmund 




Lila gloated as Jake 
to learn the drug found in 
"Kristen's" body was the 
same she had prescribed for 
Laura. Wait To See: Edmund 
grows increasingly suspcious 
of "Susan." 
GENERAL HOSPITAL: 
Robin refused to be manipu­
lated by Helena's offer of 
money. Stefan's thoughts con­
tinued to dwell on Laura. 
Luke learned Nikolas told 
Lucky something that led to 
Lucky leaving Luke's home. 
Edward offered a 
reward 
was arrested for negligence in 
Shane's death, forcing Vicky 
to confess she was with Shane 
the night of the ice storm. 
Matt told Amanda he may 
soon be a father. Joe broadcast 
appeal to reach Paulina. an 
Meanwhile, Paulina and 
Dante hid out in Chicago. 
Wait To See: Lila proceeds 
with her plan to avenge her­
self on Vicky. 
DAYS OE OUR LIVES: 
John tried to see if Kristen's 
body was in the casket, but 
Marlena assured him it was, 
and he backed off. Stefano 
accused Kristen's so-called 
friends of betraying her, and 
then collapsed. Lexie per­
formed CPR until the para­
medics arrived. Bo told Hope 
he loves her, but she pulled 
away. Later, Billie was devas­
tated to overhear Bo say he 
wished she wasn't having a 
baby. The real Susan took 
belly dancing lessons to keep 
from being beheaded by the 
Sultan. Marlena was startled 
for Michael's return. Carly, 
meanwhile, discouraged 
Jason from telling A.J. that 
he's Michael's real father. 
Meanwhile, Robin found her­
self in trouble when she 
couldn't persuade Tony to 
return Michael. Mac, Felicia 
and V warned Jax he's in 
danger. Wait To See: Audrey 
makes a stunning revelation. 
GUIDING LIGHT: 
Holly was too late to stop 
Roger from marrying 
Amanda. The real Reva began 
to make her way home, 
unaware that Michael and 
Josh were working on her 
clone. Ross comforted Holly 
as she tried to find Fletcher 
and Meg. As Reva realized 
she wasn't alone on the island, 
Josh had to keep "young" 
Reva from telling Cassie and 
Marah the truth. Wait To See: 
Cassie's suspicions about 
"young" Reva grow stronger. 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: 
Bo and Nora made love, 
unaware of the hidden video-
camera installed by Georgie. 
Clint ran Mel's article over 
Vlki's objections, and later, 
Viki was surprised to find 
Dorian unfazed by its publica­
tion. Later, Clarence, whom 
Dorian brought back from 
Belize, served Dorian and Viki 
"stress-reduction" tea. Todd 
challenged Andrew to save 
his soul. Wait To See: Max gets 
stunning news. 
PORT CHARLES: Dr. Van 
Zant refused Lucy's 
© urging to stay with 
her company. Karen, 
Joe, and Jake defied 
Devlin's order to dissect the 
ferret by claiming it 
died in an air-duct 
accident. Later, Karen and 
Joe were pleased to see how 
well the ferret was doing on 
their new drug. Matt told 
Chris and Grace that Bobby is 
his brother. Matt and Bobby 
later exchanged gunfire with 
deadly consequences. Wait To 
See: Lucy gets more bad 
news. 
THE YOUNG AND THE 
RESTLESS: 
Josh intervened when 
Nikki threatened to fire Sarah 
(Veronica) after Sarah broke a 
sentimental gift from Victor. 
Nikki later crashed Diane's 
birthday party for Victor and 
announced she and Josh were 
going to start making a baby 
that very night. Cole told Nina 
to consider writing a novel 
about her life. Ryan later 
urged Nina to stay friendly 
after the divorce for both 
Phillip's and their sake. While 
Paul was asking Chris if they 
still have a marriage, Danny 
was telling Kay Chris was 
falling in love with him again. 
Wait To See: Sharon faces 




scenes moves are favored 
regarding business and 
finances. Once you get the 
work out of the way, you 




PISCES Important \vo 
gains cotjaes^sarh, in ^ 
social life. week. Althouj 
a plus 
you'll also want some 
ARIES Mental work does­
n't go as well as anticipated. 
Also, judgment is off this 
week when you uncharac­
teristically splurge for some 
reason. 
Taurus 
TAURUS It will be diffi­
cult this week to convince 
family members of the merit 
of a business prdject you're 
pursuing. Be thorough and 
follow through on all 
details. 
Gemini 
GEMINI Even if principle 
is involved, remember that 
sometimes others simply 
forget what is expected of 
them. Small problems arise 
later in the week with 
friends. 
Cancer 
CANCER Avoid friction 
with higher-ups as the week 
begins. It's not a good idea 
this weekend t»' get finan-
jects. 
Leo 
LEO Although the soc 
sector of your life fc happ 
emphasized, you exporter 
rivalry in romance or .. 
jealous feelings come to ft] 
fore. 
Virgo 
VIRGO New ideas hgj 
you anxious to get started 
but impatience could cause 
trouble with those around 
you. A weekend social out 
ing proves fascinating. I 
Libra 
LIBRA Charm serves Y8 
well this week. Still, in deal 
ings with superiors, yot 
have to gauge the situatid 




SCORPIO You have a ter 
dency to want it both way 
Make the more itotiservatB 
choice and stick to a sat. 
routine. 







correct this ii 
in check 
| week, you 
e than you 
steps to 
tier to avoid 
CAPRICORN Enjoy « 
company of 
settmgs. 
romance1 sets the pace 





continued from page 19 
success with a major-label 
move, Ivy believes it has only 
hurt them. 
"The problem with Atlantic 
is that they only care about 
popular radio," Andy says. 
"You're either Matchbox 20 or 
you don't exist," he says. 
"Seed had no money, no 
proper distribution," says 
Adam, "but aside from that, 
they were great." 
"Atlantic has no respect out­
side of the United States," says 
Andy. 
"They're retarded in that 
way," Dominique agrees, 
"completely retarded." 
It is not fun to depress the 
band, so I try to think of some 
promotional advantage to 
their major-label contract. 
Big-budget music videos 
are helpful, aren't they? 
Adam tells me that Ivy's 
new video was supposed to be 
on "120 Minutes" a few weeks 
ago, but the show was 
bumped to a 2 a.m. timeslot. 
Then the veejay erroneously 
called Ivy a "side-project of 
Fountains of Wayne." After the 
veejay introduced the Ivy 
video for "I've Got a Feeling," 
MTV showed "I've Got You 
Under My Skin" with Bono 
and Frank Sinatra. Is it any 
wonder they feel frustrated? 
In an effort to console the 
band, I mention an article writ­
ten by Jackson Griffith of 
Pulse! magazine, in which 
Fountains of Wayne received a 
glowing, multi-page review. 
"He totally made my year 
with this piece," Adam says. 
Andy is beaming when he 
mentions that his favorite Ivy 
review was one which called 
them a "drippy, indie waste of 
time." 
He may be less popular 
than David Hasselhoff, but at 
least he can laugh about it. 
I recall a moment: eart 
the interview when Aiwy 
"We like the contrast of to 
a happy, jang'y song j 
dark." Having both s _ 
concluded, made 
more interesting-
With that said, pe*Fj 
fitting that the most 
musicians are the un 
well. a|t 
Ivy'S r Tis availat Apartment Life, is 
all good record stores. 
126. 1998 SPORTS 
jew of games leaves 
(OP under .500 
f PACIFIC AN 
, describes the UOP 
team's collective 
v Break. 
[lit before the break the 
took three out of four 
|jg West rivals before 
'.ijng a tournament at 
™_pmento State, 
jf 3 tner going ahead 4-1 on 
C? tBj -:ate Fullerton in the 
.J i inning, the Tiger pitch-
0 .. apart in the seventh 
b the Titans scored an 
«s»ered seven runs to 
it 8-4. Brenda Iglesias 
id a three-run homer 
the left field fence to 
•CSUF its first lead 5-4. 
randee McArthur led 
it the plate with a 
We and two-run homer 
We at bats. She also 










' tlVEARS of QUALITY 
"Mmwyi" . 
W)mito&l<esA\ 
' A • F • E • 
Quctken Sandwich 
2| i!™ from the Bone 
Stockton's Best" 
, Hamburger 
f e d F r e s h  C h n d c .  A l l  
"none Coast Grain Fed Beef 
^"rie Chicken 
*"h Fresh Herbs 
Wed Beef Sandwich 
7*tW»d Burning Oven 
^rie Roasted 
"Wit of Turkey 
Sandwidi 
icific Red Snapper 
Chips 
u , Saving 








ing up all Of Fullerton's 
eight runs. 
In the second game of the 
twinbill Friday Mar. 13 
McArthur and Adrienne 
Katajczak posted two hits 
apiece too lead UOP to the 
2-1 win. 
Melissa Bautista pitched a 
complete-game two-hitter, 
allowing only one run. She 
posted five strikeouts to 
even her record to 2-2 at that 
point. 
On Saturday Mar. 14 the 
Tigers earned their first Big 
West doubleheader sweep of 
the season handing No. 10 
Long Beach State 2-1 and 3-0 
losses. 
McArthur scored the go-
ahead run in the first game 
on a wild pitch and struck 
out six batters in seven 
innings to get the victory. 
In the second game, 
senior pitcher Leslie 
Rodgers hurled a complete-
game two-hit shutout to 
pace Pacific past LBSU 3-0. 
Angele Alves led the Tigers 
U0PdUn'' * 
with a 2-for-3 effort and a 
pair of RBI. 
For her efforts, Rodgers 
received Big West Pitcher of 
the Week. 
In last week's tournament 
at Sac State, however, the 
Tigers played a slew of 
games and won only two of 
them. The Tigers emerged 
with a 10-12 record after 
going in 9-7. 
continued from page 24 
Joe LeBel came on in the 
eighth inning for the save, 
his first. One-two batters 
Ryan Annett and David 
Gradstein each scored two 
runs. The speedy Gradstein 
stole his fifth base of the sea­
son. 
Errors plagued the Tigers 
who had nine over the three 
game stretch. Three errors in 
Saturday's 6-1 loss killed the 
Tigers. 
Bad pitching also played a 
major factor in the losses. 
Kyle May and J.D. Hardcastle 
teamed up to allow 10 
Nevada runs in the 14-3 rout 
by the Wolfpack. Hardcastle 
Two losses to Oregon hurt 
considerably, as they were 4-
3 and 10-7 respectively. 
Especially when McArthur 
smoked batters with 10 
strikeouts in the 4-3 loss. 
A win over Arkansas 
helped lift spirits. Jamie 
Lewis and Lorin Garbarino 
(two doubles) both went 2-
for-4 and Garbarino scored 
twice. 
had six strikeouts in five 
innings of relief and May 
took his first loss of the year 
(5-1) as his ERA dropped to 
3.67 on the season. 
The Tigers (16-7, 5-3 Big 
West) also played during the 
Spring Break beating New 
Mexico State on the road in 
two out of three contests. The 
highlight was a 15-8 drub-
The Tigers also lost a 6-5 
heartbreaker to Ohio State 
and were 2-0 losers to Texas 
A&M. 
They will try to get their 
stroke going again this 
weekend against New 
Mexico State and Cal State 
Northridge this Saturday 
and Sunday at Bill Simoni 
Field. Both games are dou-
bleheaders at noon. 
bing in the second game over 
the Aggies. 
UOP also dropped a home 
decision to California 11-5 on 
Mar. 18. Vorhauer is leading 
the team at the plate with a 
•405 batting average with 
four home runs and 34 RBI 
and teammate Tye Hanseen 
is hitting .398 with four 




Drive Thru Espresso 
featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best 
We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork 
Their feed is a sweet granola of com and grams... 
The old fashioned way. 
•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos 
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken 
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak) 
•Camitas (roast pork) 
Phone Orders: (209) 953-6261 
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane) 
We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & Mastercard 
F R E S H  «  N A T U R A L  «  N O  L A R D  
This week in sports 
Thursday Mar. 26 
Women's Tennis: vs. 
Washington, Noon, (The 
Marina) 
Woman's Wafer Polo: vs. 
Hawaii 4 p.m (Chris 
KjeldSen Pool) -*^^5 
\ Friday Mar. 27 
Men's Volleyball: v&l 
[Santa Cru2T, 7 p.m. (A 
Spanos Center) 
Saturday Mar. 29 A 
Softball: vs. New Mexico 
State, Noon (Bill Simoni 
Fieldr^i^ 1 
Women's Water Polo \ < 
USQ ffbon (Chris IQeJdsen 
Sunday Mar. 29 
SaBr vs CafrState dge * Nojh \|Bill 
aunon, Field 
VolleyK&ll: vs. BYU, 7| 
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Long lev ^ 
State 114 ** 
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Springk :lt!' 
but lost te ®, 
took on the nation's !o «t 
ranked team, UCLA.1 iJiei 
game was controlled hi f;sai 
Bruins and the youth on faft 
Tigers showed as they* m, 
beaten 18-5. 
After the road trip Mi 
Smith said, "1 " ley 
impressed how the to tin 
came together, and we J n wi 
nitely showed all the oi an 
teams the potential' 
have." ^ « 
The Tigers (1-6) * : 
game is today at 4jpJ 
Hawaii at Chris K|e- hen 
Pool. 
STEVE CABRAL 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
Dylan Herrick had 30 kills in a win 
This past week was a pos­
itive note for the women's 
polo team, which included 
their first victory of the sea­
son and also a nine-goal 
game by sophomore Molly 
Smith. 
The Tigers started off the 
season with some tough 
losses and were not going to 
let Long Beach State slip 
away and made sure of that 
by pounding them 11-6. 
Molly Smith had six goals, 
freshman Carrie Bertrand 
had two and Moira 
Patterson, Maggie Phillips 
and Erika Richards each 
chipped in a goal. Meg 
Wynstra also played a solid 
game in the goal making 
eight saves. Senior goalie 
and regular starter Kenna 
Sasser was ill and did not 
play, making way for 
Wynstra, who did not disap­
point. 
The next day, the Tigers 
were out-sized and out­
played by San Diego State. 
The Aztecs played a tight 
defensive game and were 
able to come up with numer­
ous steals which did not 
allow the Tigers to get into 
the game. 
During Spring Break, the 
team went south to take on 
some of the top teams. Last 
Saturday they took on UCSB 
and played short-handed 
games. The second game was 
an emotional low for the 
Tigers, losing 15-0. James 
Brosnan led the team in kills 
with nine. The missing ele­
ment in this game was suc­
cessful attacking, Pacific only 
hitting .131, compared to an 
impressive .484 by IPFW. 
The Tigers were able to 
pull a victory out of their 
third match. It began slow, 
losing the first game to Ball 
State 8-15. They were able to 
rebound in the second game 
and take it 15-12. They carried 
that momentum into the third I 
game, winning 15-13. They 
let up in the fourth game and 
it cost them a loss of 12-15. 
The fifth game saw them 
come back once again and 
win 15-10 to take the match. 
Dylan Herrick led the team 
in kills with 30, followed by 
Jenson with 18. Although 
they won the game, they 
were still under the competi­
tion in hitting only .230 as 
compared to .253 by Bail 
State. 
Look for the Tigers to 
extend their one-game win­
ning streak when they return 
home to face UC Santa Cruz 
on March 27 and March 31 vs. 
Brigham Young, Both games 
will be at 7 p.m. 
MIKE PHILLIPS 
Pacifican Staff Writer 
The Tigers faced UCLA, 
Indiana University-Purdue 
University-Fort Wayne 
(IFFW), and Ball State 
University while we were 
away over Spring break. They 
were able to score a victory 
over Ball State, but suffered 
losses in the other two match-
TEAM LEGENDS This three game series began at tire Spanos Center 
on March 14, where the Tigers 
took on the AVCA coaches 
poll No. 1 ranked UCLA 
Bniins. The first game was a 
battle, ending with a final 
score of 12-15, UCLA taking 
the win. 
It was downhill for the 
Tigers from there on, losing 
j the next two games 15-9,15-7. 
Darreil Dillmore and Tim 
Jenson led the team in kills 
with 17, followed by Tim 
Gerlach who contributed 15. 
Setter Dan Fisher finished the 
night with 58 assists, three 
service aces, and four digs. 
The Tigers were outhit in this 
match .493-.315. 
The Tigers then went on 
the road where they met 
IPFW. They were unable to 
gain a victory, falling in three 
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS, 




BRING IN THIS AD AND 
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE 
BEST PRICES IN TOWN 
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION 
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON 
469-2474 FAX:469-4589 
Thursday W 
New Outside Patio 
7 Satellite TV's 
Now Open on Saturday & 
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. 
 ̂(/: 
Ki 
«-h 26, 1998 
Jed from page 24 
t to put FSU up 71-68. 
-okandi missed but 
fnded and put back his 
, shot to cut the advan-
,to 71-70 with :04 seconds 
Terrance Roberson hit 
nte throws for the final 
jin as Aaron Woliczko's 
pass to Olowokandi was 
n to end the game. 
| thought Herren got off 
great start," said Pacific 
fjcoach Bob Thomason of 
Bulldog guard who hit 
first two threes of the 
* I L Jkit it was Walton's three-
!fefnlers fhat really killed the 
,The freshman hit on 4-
A bombs and scorched the 
jftjnge and black for 18 
* Its. 
tl thought Walton really 
It us," Thomason would 
[after the game. 
PlThey were a much better 
WDn then when they first 
Jit','' said certain NBA lot-
draft pick, Olowokandi. 
fP^phon added a whole lot 
iv to the team offensive-
iwr 
[They made the plays and 
didn't," said Thomason, 
fyy won the game and all 
can do is congratulate 
• was a bit of a swan song 
seniors Michael 
Jwokandi and Adam 
psen who played in the 
' game of their careers. 
[ didn't go out without a 
Olowokandi's 29 
SPORTS 
UOP's Aaron Woliczko attempts to block FSU's Larry Abney. 
points, 17 boards and five 
blocks established his NBA 
potential and Jacobsen's 11 
points and eight boards kept 
UOP in the game. 
Jacobsen hit a late season 
slump in his last three games 
going 7-for-28 from the field. 
It showed as he missed two 
go-ahead treys in the final 
moments against FSU. 
"Our intensity and our 
speed wasn't as good as we 
would have liked," Jacobsen 
said in an upbeat manner 
after the game. "That's just 
kind of how it goes." Jacobsen 
doubted he would remain bit­
ter after the loss and added 
that he will take away great 
memories from his career. 
Junior Jason Williams 
picked up the slack where 
Olowokandi and Jacobsen left 
off by adding 15 points and 
seven rebounds (six offen­
sive). He flew down the lane 
like a 747 and tipped in an 
Olowokandi miss at the 13:06 
mark to give the Tigers their 
first lead of the second half, 
50-49. 
Jerry Tarkanian's Bulldogs 
led 38-34 at the half. They 
snapped the Tigers' 30-game 
home court winning streak, 
which was the second longest 
in the nation. Pacific had the 
best record of any team in the 
NIT and finished 23-10. 
I 
MIDI'S pizza & pub 
Thursdays $3.50 Pitchers) | 
PIZZA • RAVIOLIS 
SANDWICHES 
CRO & DOMESTIC BEERS 
DARTS • 3 TVS 
472-0783 
415 pacific avenue 
I  LUNCH or DINNER I 
WE DELIVER !!!  
I JUST FAX YOUR ORDER & I 










NEED A MENU? 
WE LL FAX YOU ONE! 
FAX # 472-7326 
GUIDI'S 
UOP SPECIALS 
SMALL; 1 TOP $6.99 
MEDIUM; 1 TOP $7.99 
LARGE; 1 TOP $8.99 











SUN-THURS. 10AM TO 10 PM • FRI-SAT 10AM TO 12AM J 
Corner 
continued from page 24 
Nicholls 99-60 but there 
were a couple of memo­
rable moments. The play of 
the day had to go to 
Nicholls State's Russell 
McCutcheon who schooled 
three future NBA players in 
one play. In the second half, 
Arizona's Michael 
Dickerson threw a long 
inbounds pass. Miles 
Simon caught it but 
MCCutcheon stole it. 
Zona's Mike Bibby tried to 
steal it back but 
McCutcheon juked Bibby 
who fell right on his arse. 
McCutcheon then drained a 
three-pointer in 
Dickerson's eye. No doubt, 
Russell McCutcheon will be 
telling his grandkids about 
that play. 
Quotable 
Nicholls State's Russell 
McCutcheon on the size 
and quickness of Arizona's 
hoop team: "They were 
horses and bears out there. 
I thought we was in the 
woods." 
PC double standard 
Why is that in men's 
sports articles, a player is 
described by his height and 
weight (ex: Olowokandi is 
7-foot-l 265 pounds), yet 
women's sports articles 
usually only list their 
height (ex: Palacio the 5-
foot-10 sophomore)? Are 
women that sensitive about 
their weight? This seems 
like a politically correct 
double standard to me. 
Usually a man's weight is 
included with his height to 
give an idea of just how big 
he really is. Is this not 
important in women's 
sports? This is just an exam­
ple: Sarah Yarbrough and 
Chante Guggia of the UOP 
women's hoop team are 
both 6-foot-2, but unless 
you've seen them play you 
won't know the difference. 
Its in the pitching 
The pitching for the UOP 
baseball team has been phe­
nomenal this season. I real­
ly thought they would suf­
fer without last year's ace 
Dan Reichert, who turned 
professional, but so far they 
have hardly missed a beat. 
Nice work, gentlemen. 
Ouch that hurt! 
The softball team left the 
Sac State Tournament last 
weekend literally and figu­
ratively bruised. The Tigers 
were 9-7 going in and came 
out 10-12. They fared 1-5. 
Ouch! And four players 
went down with injuries: 
Maria Saldana (ankle), Erin 
Halonen (possible ACL tear 
in her knee), Shanna 
McLintock (broken wrist), 
and Angele Alves suffered a 
black eye after handling a 
bad hop at third base. 
Double Ouch!! Hopefully 
they can rebound against 
New Mexico State and Cal 
State Northridge this week­
end. Get out there and yell 
for your Tigers. 
Polo at pool 
Don't forget women's 
water polo this Thursday at 
4 p.m. and Saturday at noon. 
These ladies may only have 
one win on the season, but 
they are gunning for two 
more. 
Gut check time 
Gut check for UOP stu­
dents: Now that basketball 
season is over, will you go 
out and support any of the 
seven teams in season? Not 
to mention club lacrosse! 
Gut check for the 
Pacifican Sports Editor: Will 
he continue to bring you 
quality sports coverage like 
he has all year now that bas­
ketball season is over? 
Gut check for women's 
tennis: Eight-team tourna­
ment at USD two weeks ago. 
How'd they finish: Eighth! 
Fire it up, ladies! 
49ers move on in 
Before long (actually not 
for several more months), 
the San Francisco 49ers will 
be moving in for training 
camp. Yeah, Hooray, and a 
whoobedy-doo! I think this 
is a great opportunity for the 
school, but 1 get the feeling 
that the Niners are almost 
more important than the 
mission of this university. 
Parting thought 
This week I hope you will 
join me in ripping up my 
NCAA Tournament brackets 
and drowning my sorrows 
in an Italian soda at The 
Summit. These upsets have 
really made me _. upset! 
C. COLTON 
Sports Editor 
Herren: No class 
It's been two weeks since 
UOP lost its first round NIT 
men's basketball game to 
Fresno State, but the image of 
Chris Herren burns in my 
mind. The Bulldogs' guard 
paraded around after the win 
and taunted UOP fans. 
Herren proved that he has no 
class and that he is nothing 
but a punk ass. The show "60 
Minutes" on CBS Sunday 
Mar. 15 made the Fresno 
State program look stupid 
(bunch of criminals and 
gangstas) so I guess that will 
be payback for now. 
Idiots! 
The day after the CBS fea­
ture on Fresno State, two of 
their players, Kenny Brunner 
and Avondre Jones, were 
arrested for allegedly poking 
a man with samurai swords 
and threatening him. Nice 
timing, idiots! Let's get 
arrested the night after the 
whole nation sees what kind 
of bums we are. 
NCAA comes to Sac 
I was lucky enough to 
attend the first round of the 
NCAA Tournament in 
Sacramento two weeks ago 
and it really is the best sport­
ing event. Big West partici­
pant Utah State tried their 
best but Maryland was just 
too tough for them. 
Nicholls and dimes 
One of the more entertain­
ing games was the one 
between No. 1 seed Arizona 
and No. 16 seed Nicholls 
State. 'Zona blew out 
Finding a way to win has 
been their unofficial motto. 
Despite losing the first two 
games in the series, Pacific 
beat Nevada 9-4 last Sunday 
at Billy Hebert Field to end 
the three-game series with a 
win. 
After losing 6-1 on Friday 
and 14-3 on Saturday, the 
Tigers had the will to win 
behind 7.2 solid innings from 
starter Darin Moore (4-1 on 
the season). Third baseman 
Joey Camarata's 2-for-4 per­
formance with a double and 
his second home run of the 
season, staked a Tiger lead. 
Jason Vorhauer, Tye Hanseen, 
and Camarata had eight RBI 
between them to power 
Pacific's offensive production. 
See Baseball, page 21 
Good Grab in the 'Hot Corner'-Third baseman Joey Camarata stabs a hot lw-' 
(above) and had a double and a home run in a 9-4 win over Nevada last Sunday. 
Men's Basketball 
UOP's first NIT bid: One and o 
Fresno State gets clutch play down the stretch to end UOP's hoops season and home win 5 
problem for Pacific • 
Wrong. Herren, * 
time off for drug «j 
C. COLTON 
Sports Editor 
See Corner, page 24 
Jason Williams pulls up for three in the Tigers' first NTT game 
vs. Fresno State. Williams had 15 points in the 73-70 loss. 
It was the same team, in the 
same red and blue uniforms, 
with the same short, bald head 
coach and same annoying 
fans. But something was not 
the same about Fresno State. 
This time a guard by the 
name of Chris Herren and a 
forward by the name of 
Winfred Walton were the dif­
ference in a NIT Tournament 
73-70 victory over the Pacific 
Tigers. 
Rewind to December 13, 
when the nationally-ranked 
Bulldogs swaggered into the 
Spanos Center and left with 
their tails between their legs 
after UOP spanked them 85-
74. So a first round matchup 
against the 'Dogs in its first 
NIT appearance would be no 
Walton, a transfer 
until the second ' 
missed the fjrst 
matchup, but the\ • 
their appearand -
front of 5,368 fans: 
ago Wednesday. 
Fierren, a era > 
guard, displace 
cism and made 
when it counted < 
team to the win-
bigger than when * 
lane and missed a 
grabbed the rebou. 
back his own 
Bulldogs up 
seconds left H* h 
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Baseball . 9 
Tiqers beat Nevada 9-4 after losing two 
Two wins over New Mexico State and good pitching stakes UOP to 16-
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